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Washington, D. C, May 1. The
wood schedule, involving the fight of
lumber advocates, was
the anti-frethe target- of attack when the house
today resume! debate on the tariff
bill.
exDemocratic leaders, however,
pected to make progress in the reading of the bill for" amendment by the
conclusion of tonight's session.
The agricultural schedule, involving
the contentions of the minority that
the majority has put almost everyon
thing that the fanner holdsdear
the free list; the wool section, which
.ill precipitate, the struggle of the
opposition to free raw wool, and the
ticome tax, with its graduated sysl that is expected to bring $100,000,-intthe treasury coffers annually
e in sight when the discussion
e
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ORATORY FLOWS.
,May 1. With
Ishingtou, D.
machinery
running
legislative
bthly and readily, the house took
fthe first of the big rough places in
Democratic tariff bill, the sugar
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DAUGHTER DRIVEN
AT TOO HIGH SPEED
New York, May 1. William J.
Greenwood, a taxicab chauffeur, was
fined $5 today for driving Miss Margaret Wilson, the president's daughter, and her escort up Broadway, at a
speed of 24 miles an hour.
The policeman
who
appeared
against Greenwood Baid that when he
stopped the taxicab yesterday evening, Greenwood told him that his
passengers were the
president's
daughter and Boyd Fisher, manager
of the Social Center and that they
were hurrying to a hotel to pick up
a Princeton professor wlio had to
catch a train for Princeton.
The policeman let the car proceed
to
after summoning the chauffeur
court today. Mr. Fisher was in court
today and paid Greenwood's fine.
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Philippines.
Went into executive session to consider nominations.
HOUSE.
Resumed reading of tariff bill for
amendment under five minute rule.
Representative Hobson introduced
a bill for creation of the "parental
court of the United States" to have
jurisdiction over children ' under sixteen years old.
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Vtf," At became apparent mm more orate ry, in'j'.sj.je volume, was clamoring
to be let loose',' .and Representative
following his declaration that
nded to put o.n the screws, seen agreement to) allow two
debate on the suar schedule
1 amendments
to It.
offered
entatlve Broussard pf
e
Democrats who
free sugar provision of the
lined the Republicans In the
to alter the committee
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AMERICANS ARE WARNED
TO LEAVE MEXICO CITY.
San Antonio, Texas, May 1.
A warning to Americans
and
other foreigners to leave the City
of Mexico while there still is
rail connection with, the coast
was Issued here today by a rep- resentative of the Carranza gov- eminent. The note asseres south- ern constitutionalists are prepar- ing to advance on the Mexican
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SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED
CLOSE THEIR SHOPS.
Washington, D, C, May 1. Foreign
merchants at Ciudad Porfirio Diaz,
Sabinas, Allende, Muzquiz and other
towns in Coahuila will close their
shops at once on account of General
Oarranza's decree forcing his paper
Taxes
money into the circulation.
have been raised 20 per cent to
t'nance the Carranza campaign. The
situation in Acapulco is reported grave

THIS IS MAY DAI, FEAST OF NATURE

WORSHIPERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Today is the first of May, known

throughout the world as "May Day."
Bright sunshine and the air of
spring contributed to make the "debut" of this delightful month most auspicious.
May 1 in Santa Fe usually marks the
teginning of a series of picnics and today the pupils of St. Catherine's Indian school, it is said, have started the
picnic program with an outing.
Other picnics will follow throughout
the season, the Santa Fe canon being
one of the favorite spots for this pleasing pastime.'
May Day lias been an important
"
period in the religion of
Even today, in Servia,
and Bulgaria, where the Balkan
allies have been stirring up the war
sods, the gentle feast holds sway.
Groups of gypBy children wreathe
their heads and waists with leaf
twigs, and led by older girls or by
women, they go from house to house
dancing and singing to give vent to
their joy.
Among the Transylvanian and also
"nature-worship.-

EUROPE

the Roumanian gypsies the spirit ol
vegetation is also represented by a
boy who is called "Green George." A
similar custom is observed by the
peasants of Rhenish Bavaria and of
Ain, France.
IN ENGLAND.
But over in England, the chimney
sweepers for many decades have exchanged their coat of soot for one of
green, choosing one of their number
a
Jack in the Green," or the "Bush
carrier" to lead them in their May day
This curious ceremony
ceremony.
was celobrated at Cheltenham as late
as 1892.
In some places it is the custom to
carry a doll decked with leaves,
kuowi' as the "Vaj
oU" 'or eise
n branch known as the "May Bough"
instead of personally enacting spring.
THE MAYPOLE.
There was another festival, perhaps
more familiar to Americans, and that
is the custom of dancing around a tree
or Maypole on the first of May
which was finally abandoned in Scot- land before it lost, favor in England.

In this day when the Turkey Trot
and the Tango, the Raglan Rag and
the Bunny Hug dances are so much
discussed, denounced and emulated, il
la easy to understand that dancing
around a Maypole should lose favor,
even on the auspicious opening of the
month of May. But without these
frolics, the day may be observed in a
befitting manner and a picnic in some
quiet, shaded spot up the canon, with
the music of the rippling stream to
greet one's ear and the glimpse of a
fleeting blue bird to tickle one's eye,
seems to satisfy the May Day sense.
All humans rejoice today because
"they feel the gentle touch of spring;
even the horses snort with delight for
'be alfalfa looks green and the young
Hades of grass suggest a juicy ntorse,.
All humans rejoice all, save the
married men who feel in their bones
that house cleaning is nigh. These
are the mortals who dread the name
of "May," and who today vow to hike
to the country far from the noise of
carpet-beatinand the fuss which
marks the preparation of the home
for "the good old summer time."

PREPARES A. H. HUDSPETH IS RAILROADS

REFUSE

capital.

battle. Two Mexican gunboats weighed anchor yesterday in Guaymas harbor.
Before continuing
the attack on
Guaymas the Sonora constitutionalists
.will move against Torin, on the Southern Pacific of Mexico, southeast of the
gulf port. Two hundred and fifty state
troops left Empalme Sunday to join
Colonel B. C. Hill and his GOO insurgents in the attack on Torin.
Two mortars captured from federals
at Naco, were taken south from
this morning. The
Sonora,
pieces had been repaired and tested
at Cananea and ample ammunition secured. Refugees from Guaymas reported famine, the flour supply having
been exhausted yesterday.
FEDERALS REMAIN AT JUAREZ.
El Paso, Texas, May 1. Small
constitutionalbands of Chihuahua
ists appeared today along the line of
the Mexican Central railway between
InsurChihuahua City and Juarez.
gent, agents here sent word that
iiJjilrupted, allowing the Jjjya .
garrison to proceed to the state 7api-talSo far no movement has been
made at Juarez to load the 500 federals
and their artillery on the military
trains by General Antonio Rabago for
the movement south.
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Eagle Pass, Texas, May 1. A statement by Felix Diaz last night in
which he said that two emissaries he
sent from Mexico City to Governor
Carranza were not to offer an alliance

but to counsel Carranza
to make
peace, drew the following reply today from the "state department" of
the constitutionalists at Piedras Ne

gras :
"Diaz offered to put himself entirely at the disposition of Carranza
in every way and to carry out any orders given him," stated the Carranza
reply.

"His offer to obey Carranza in all
things was as complete as possible.

Carranza, absolutely refused to entertain the offer to
with, them in
any way and ordered the emissaries
to leave the country at once, which
they did."
These emissaries were .Miguel, Gonz
zales 'and Leopo'ido IU
automobile
An
ciryina; 10,000
rounds of ammunition "was captured
by IT. S. troops here today. Meade
Fierro, formerly editor of a Mexican
constitutionalist paper and the chauffeur of the automobile, was arrected.
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opposition worthy of mention is
ported to have been made by the

Sacramento, Calif., May 1 The fol- the thickly populated "Florin district,"
Wii-coten miles south of the capital.
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Washington, D. C, May 1
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by testimony of George Epps, J5 years the Montenegrin seaports of Antivarl nations today by President
the writer.
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ORIENTAL LABOR QUESTION.
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trld by Governor Johnson that prior
grant higher wages to conductors and with this comment:
sad she was getting afraid of Frank arid Dulcigno shall be occupied by a included
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in Ciudad Porfirio Diaz Indi-- ,
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that the federals, under General
Lopez and Chece Campos are slowly
Ngales, Ariz., May 1 The long demarching on Monclova. General Au- layed insurgent attack on Gttamas bcrt
is said to be at Lampazos.
No
may take the form of a land and naval
re-
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President Wilson submitted nominations. "
Passed Dnpont resolution
calling
on secretary of war for report on
charges of human slavery in the

"Or-as- t,
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THE PRESIDENT'S
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tii repre-A' c coast

V

lowing statement:
-- "It was
not a conference to arrive
at any conclusion but merely for the
purpose of affecting a frank interchange of views as to the possible effects of Beveral schedules on the tariff upon industries of the states represented by the senators present."

ealth of
fro
vumH
tv nor"a

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

California" nnd that the Democrats
X were "Japa;iese-Chitiese-Hind- o
lovers."
.As the senators left the White House
X
X they declined to discuss
the confei-euce- ,
X
declaring it had been agreej
X that any statement about it would be
X made by the president, if at all.
X
Later the president issued the fol-

SUGAR AMENDMENT
OVERWHELMINGLY LOST.
Washington, D. C, May 1. An
amendment by Rresresentatlve
Mann to strike out the sugar pro- X vision of the bill was lost by a
vote of 88 to 186.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
EVERY STREET

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.
Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes,

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.
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Thfri Is t certain decree of trepidation In
the mind of must women In repard to the.
subject of motherhood. The longing to
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THEY
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TAKEN

WANT

A

TARIFF COMMISSION

Is often contradicted

by the Inher

ent xear or a perioa oi distress.
need be no such dread In view
But ti'f-rof the r.H-- t that we have a most nnble
remedy In what Is known as Mother's
This is an external application
Friend.
that l'n a wonderful lnnnenco and control
over th" muscular tissues of the abdomen.
By its Cn'Ay use the muscles, cords, tendons
and lip .lents all gently expand without
the slU'ttest strain; there Is no pain, no
nausea, ho nervousness; what was dreaded
as a si'v re physical ordeal becomes a calm,
aerene, Invful anticipation that has Its imas our foremost teachers of
press
EiiKenlc!-- - nre striving to drill Into the
minds oi the present generation.
In al'iost every community there are
women v.'io have used Mother's Friend, and
thev are the ones that recovered quickly,
conserveder their health and strength to thus
families destined by every rule
preside
and the history of successof phystt
ful men si.d women to repeat the story of
achievement.
greater
Mother's Friend is prepared after the
formula of a noted family doctor by the
Kradfleld Regulator Co., 138 Lamar BIdg.,
Atlanta. :a.
them for their instructive book to
find Mothers
rpornPton mothers. Von willstore
at
sale by all drug
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Fancy Egg
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ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Ari
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

FROM SANTA FE

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
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Has Its Share of the Proof That Kidney Sufferers Seek.
Backache? Kidneys weak?
Distressed with urinary Ills?
Want a reliable kldnty remedy?
Use what
Donlt have to look for.
Santa Fe peopl recommend.
Every
street In Santa Fe bag Its caseB.
Here's one Santa Fe man's experience.
Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,
tell It.
He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in aiy back that
had troubled me for three years. They
brought prompt relief am proved so
satisfactory that I gave a public
statement in their praise. Now after
two and a half years have passed, I
gladly confirm every word of that testimonial. I can add that I have since
used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving them
a more thorough trial and have received great benefit. I know that this
remedy is a cure for backache and
kidney complaint."
Price 61)
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Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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i.Mabel Hatrer. Msiitrt
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in progress Miss Adelaida Candelaria, Miss Irene Pender, of Masvl Ueir.i, are has been awarded.
Four $200 Indian Motorcycles,
s'fino '
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of Albuquerque, has proved the sensa- - close third and fourth, being only
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&
chased
of
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doKirkpatrick, Agents, ,'Lolita Alexander, Hillsboro
5,000
tion or the day by maning spectacular about one hundred tnousun'i votes
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awarded
the Stella Vri. Grants
fe, jv aij
5.000
leaps which places her at the herd 'hind the leader, which, by the way,
uKuuiuaies iiavmg me secoi-nignest Euith Dorr, San Marcial
5,000 j
of the list and for first honors and the is not so far behind when you take number
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votes
each of the four iGrace Davis. Mogolion.
5.000
attendant award $1000 in gold. To-- : into consideration the fact that 20,000
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and
of
a
on
each
Cubero
votes
5,000
allowed
are
ballot
Collings,
yearly,
day's shock was in the form
Four $150 Diamond Rings, (purchas-- i Adele Stephens. Jarales
5.0 iA WONDERFUL CARTOON ON THE
for 276,620 votes which, added to the 150,000 votes on each five year
"SPIRIT OF WAR" THAT THREATENS TO DEVASTATE ALL EUROPE
C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, j Lillian
H.
ed
of
Heath, Sawyer...."..!.. 5.000
DRAWN ESPECIALLY FOR THIS PAPER BY WILL DYSON, THE FAMOUS ENGLISH
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CARTOONIST.
Helen Schmidt, Alameda
5,000
Just a few such orders for any candia grand total of 5SJ.520 votes.
the third highest number ofH Bessie Emerson
!
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the
in
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the
Anthony
change
Miss Ester Lucero, of Bernalillo, alvotes in each of the four districts.
jjlme E. Strock. Albuquerque.. 5.000 J
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5.000
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As the New Mexican's big prize conhind. It is now "nip and tuck" beTo be awarded tne candi- Denver.)
Bruce. Lonlsburg. . . . 5 006
tween the leaders for first honors, and test nears the "home stretch" interest dates having the fourth highest num-- ; (Margaret
Lauretta Ollicger,
5 OOfl
the race, which has been a thriller intensifies, and before the closing ber of votes in each of the four
s'ooO
Peralta
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of
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a
more
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from the first day,
expect degree
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becoming
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ril 21st to May 3rd ,nclusive tne following votes will be
issued on subscriptions:
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(awarded the candidate having the Bess Martin. Artec ..
fifth highest number of votes in each! Alice
Gorman, Demine ..
5,000
i
of the four districts.
P
T,moc
5.000
"-'- -'.
uanner. Magdalena
V,
5,000
of II. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, N.j
.
DISTRICT NO 4
M.
To be awarded the candidates
Th
Counte
!,
Jorranee, Guada
having the sixth highest number of
votes in each ot the four d
Q"V!' Curry' Roosevelt' Linco!n-I0ter and Eddy
all there are twenty-fiv- e
prizes !ChaV"'
offered, six for each district, besides Helen M- - LlOser. Portales . 92,000
"umm-rs- ,
ino grana pnze $i,C0O in oold. The1
lucuuican.. h.iii-- j
Carlos Meyer, Estancia
71.003
total value exceeds $5,000.
33.100
WRITE OR CALL ON CONTEST stelIa Eastwood, Tolar
'Helen M. Russell, Moriarty .. 30,000
EDITOR.
Further information regatding this Ailie Holmes, La Lande
30,000
29,510
great prize contest may be had by Eura TutUe. Estancia
calling on or writing the Congest Edi- Mrs. Tony Stanton, Willard. . 14.000
tor of The Santa Fe New Mexican. Letha Daugherity, Dayton ... 5.700
Clara I Kennedy, San Jon.... 5.20"
Contest phone 31.T.
Kathleen Gaylord. Lake Arthur 5.100
DISTRICT NO. 1.
Bessie Bowen, Melrose
The City and County of Santa Fe.
5.10i
Lena Krick, Santa Fe
5.1HIO
441,000 Miss Willie Lawins. Tucumcari
Flora Akers, Santa Fe ..
.. 270,900 Emma Kolsch. Vaushn
3,000
Frances Leeson, Santa Fe
.234,100 Lourine Copeland, Elkins.
5.00
Arthur Alarid, Santa Fe
231.G0O jVeta Bills, Clovis
5,000
5.00ft
George S. Tweedy, Santa Fe. .185,000 :Conie Chavez, Estancia
Mrs. J. A. Carruth, Santa Fe. .166.100 iVarlie Tagader, Clovis
5.00'Adella Muller, Santa Fe
5.000
134,300 Grace Dahoney, Elida
Viscentita C. de Baca, Santa Fe. 117,600 i6
5.000
Boyd. Artesia
Earnesto Casados, Santa Fe . .107.S00 Marguerita Reagin. Tularosa... 5.000
5.00C
Emma Valdez, Santa Fe .
.102,000 Del,a Courtney. Clovis
w- - R Marsh, Clovis
Albert Wheelon, Santa Fe
5.000
93,200
Antoinette Wright, Santa Fe 92,870 Es,a Stateham, Tacumcarl . . . 5.000
Isabel R, Hernandez, Santa Fe. 88,500 Pearl Heisel. Cuervo
5,W0
Ed. C. Tafoya. Santa Fe
5.000
65.100 Zoraida Sena, Santa Rosa
Mrs. B. F. Morris, Santa Fe.
S.O'lO
51,100 Kathlecn Cannon. Taiban
Anna Kaune, Santa Fe
5.000
42,bOO iMav Clements. Corona
Samuel Mendenhall. Santa Fe.. 40.000 Elizabeth Mclntyre, Carthage.. 5,m
Alemta Norment, Santa Fe
19,000 !MarSine Rconeyr Ft. Sumner.. 5,000. j
6,000
Gladys Whittier, Santa Fe.
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7 Rrtrt Mabel Hine, Estancia
Mrs. H. L. Ortiz Santa Fe
Spirit of War (To the Rival Peoples of Tweedledum and Tweedledee) 'What! I Swallow Up Too Much of
5.00Your Food! Ungrateful Wretches! Kr 'w You Not That You Would Each, Like Wolves, Be Tearing the Food
Pearl English, Chimayo
7 500' Myrtle Tinnfn. Carrizoro
I
Helen Knapp, Santa Fe
6,500jS!rs- - ?va EwinS. Estancia
5,000jFrom the Other's Mouth Were not Here to Prevent it By Pulling It Into My Own!"
K AAA
Jimmie Abbott. Tula
.
Rafael Gomez, Santa Fe
5,100
Wilbur Wright and Zeppelin Into a
tBy Wm' G' Snel)herd )
In Germany and France alone
Ella Fanning. Hope
!"! 5,0001
Rumalda Gomez, Santa Fe.
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been trying with- - new curse.
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5
is praetically set aside from
Moriarty..
I'antaleon Vigil, Santa Fe .
5,100
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interest,
enough
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Santa
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Clarence Wilson, Santa Fe
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that
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with
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5 001
report
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1
happier.
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8
or
cure
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and
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sake,
havej-Getight
His
Mrs. G. F. McNitt, Santa Fe
permanent.name!
5.000
children, no matter how, is the
In England the situation is as bad, , V
A. Farmer.
The Capital Phar " over wun- - " e a ratner aie in war government's rule. No man can be
Mrs. Henry Dieneo. Santa Fe . . s (ltifl --s
I
nan stagger along under tins burden. punished for being the father of an though the Englishman, as an indlvid- Lola Michaelson, Santa Fc .
rftl liacy.
Figures don't quite tell the story illegitimate child! The woman is hope-le- ual, is bucking up against the foolish- Ruth Nix, Santa Fe
E.flOC
I
and I'm going to give only a few.
Elizabeth .Walker, Santa Fe .. 5,000 WARLIKE ATTITUDE
sand helpless. The result is that iiess of it ail. England is building
TOWARD "PEACE" DELEGATES
Etta Moore, Santa Fe
F C0
Germany' has just decided to spend women are driven into prostitution to 1G warships to German's 10; but her I
Ramona Baca, Santa Fe . .
London, May I. An exteremely hos- - $270,000,000 for war preparations, by care for their children and to supply d.fficulty is to find Englishmen ready
5,000
v.- iu limn meiu.
Geitrude Gormley, Santa Fe
the soldiers."
5,fllC 4Sle attitude toward the British dele- - 'axing incomes.
Kf therine French, Satm Fe
Just at present Lord Roberts is go
f !!& jStion now on the voyage to the And this tax will be so great Ger- - A fine young French chap, in
United Sta'es to arrange for the An-- man business houses, of a certain in-- i ness. said practically the same thing to Ing about England crying out, "Join
Elizabeth Dagg, Santa Fe .
N'.Jie Harrison. Sanlar
the militia, and be patriotic, or else
SoOO
peace centeniary
hasjeome, must pay the government the me.
taken up by a section of the first 5 per cent of their earnings, be- Men children for fighting
DISTRICT NO.
they are the government will have tci enforce
jteen
The Counties of Sandoval, S.in British workmen. At their head is fore they can take any earnings
what France, too, evidently wants, no military enlistment.". But theJsJrlsh-i- l
matter how they come into the world. rien are only
Mora, Colfax, Union, Taos and iEen Tillett, secretary of the dock selves.
him and
Rio Arriba.
(vorkers anion. An appeal, sent by Wherefore, if a firm wishes to earn All the laws regarding prostitution all such as hold his ideas, for the EngEEter Lucero, Bernalillo
532,200 'cao,e on tha'r beaalf today to Samuel
per cent it must, in reality, make 114'nd morality are framed with this end lishman has discovered, during the
in view. A betrayed girl is prevented past few English wars, that the averMyrtle G. Rendon, Truchas...2C300 uomPers- - 18 48 follows
per cent!
"British
workers appeal to the i Mr. C. People of Germany, of course, from seeking the father of her child, age English Boldier never fights for
angelica valdez, Springer ...169.000
Jose S. Lucero, Chamita ...
76 410 American trades unions not to mask pays the bill.
iihe must care for the child herself. himself, but for the money interests of
F E. Van Duzen, Raton .
56.200 ,ne Camegte peace delegates' mission
With beefsteak at 68 cents a pound Which means that most of the girls the lords and nobles. The English
AmeriP- - They hope America will Iu
Alfred Miramon. Taos
55,400 1'
Berlin, due to the fact that the along the boulevards who make Paris government is having a hard time to
48'90tlinot EUPPort the suggestion that 'she butcher must make his .11
Miss M. C. Silva, Sandoval
per cent, awful instead of gay are mothers of get people to stand a war tax, and this
'
, ,
1
, .
1.1
war
Bersabe Castas, Lucero
bski cngiiuia in maaing
47 000
is it any wonder that in this city last nameless children, whom they are sup- tax is gradually growing less. "
Paulino Montoya. Cuba ,
41400 against Germany.
year over "000 dogs were slaughter for porting as best they can.
As soon as the Frenchman and the
"BEX TILLETT.?
(Signed)
'
Lola Hernandez, Ojo CaJinente. 33.100
In Germany and France, when wat German take matters Into their own
eating purposes?
Grace Frank, Espanola
It Is fair to say that the German guns are booming, men are fed into the hands, as the Englishman is doing,
25,000
Pedro F. Salaxar, Chamita
24409
workingman pays half a day's wages maw of war; but, in the lulls of peace, the probabilities of war will grow leBS
Ida Love, Maxwell ,....'.
into the hungry maw Is fed the coun- and less In Europe. - If governments,
20400
every week for war!
Sofia 'Rodriguez, Truchas
And the burden will be Increased tries' girlhood.
15,000
who are swayed by banking and- - comDemostenes Martinez, Taos
Each French
12,000
when Germany, next year, begins to
pays mercial interests, cannot find men to
workingman
Ruth P. Grant, Cerro
s
7.590
collect over $7,000,000 to spend for air about
of a day's wages man dreadnaughts and shoot cannon
Umiis bbasb ruxs,
5 9'n
Lydia L Martinet, Taos .
every week for war alone, not count- then it will be useless to buy warships
ships alone!
WMllU.,Slll,Tl.LlMllii(l.
Llllie Chaves, Wagon Mound '.. S,Q.iO
War has turned the inventions ot ing bis other taxes!
and guns.
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and intimating that a policy of de- and to the federal government. 'While
fiance was likely to lead to the ruin no information was for'.licoming as to
the administration's attitude on the
of Montenegro.
t
pendlug Webb bill, a report was
that John Bassett Moore, acting
WILSON FEARS WEBB BILL
WILL LEAD TO LITIGATION. secretary of' state, did not regard the
measure as a violation of treaty obli(Continued from page one).
gations and that the original protest
nf thfi .Tananese government that no
to secure such treaty agreement as specific discrimination
against the
would reach the desired end.
be carried in the legislation,
Japanese
At fhe earnest plea of the Demo- - had really been met by the general
crats for more time in which to phraseology of the Webb proposal.
of the anti- study the Webb
Sacramento, Calif., May 1. The
alien land hill, the majority leaders: .agreement was made with the. underin the senate again postponed further'.' standing
ll
sides that the bill
consideration of the measure until came to a final vote tomorrow, and
11 o'clock tomorrow morning.
that no motion to reconsider shall b'e
Sacramento, Calif., May 1. Requests i'made on behalf of cither side after
,
by Sen: tors Wright, Shanahan and the last roll call.
Caminetti for delay on the alien land
During the argument on a motion
'
nearbill, in order 'that it might be more by Senator Curtin to postpone,
maturely considered, met with no con ly every member of the Democraticne
siderate n from the majority and the minority on the floor declared
chair renounced that the bill would; had not rend the bill thoroughly,, n at
come u;j in the regular course of busi- all.'
On this
representation Senator
ness aUut 11:15 a. m.
majority leader, said
When ihe senate convened today it Thompson,
said there was no deBire on the part
expected to take up the Webb
of
the proponents of the bill to em,
or-of the alien law bill in the regular
any one, and unanimous apbarrass
con-j
(let of U'.siness without further
was
given td Senator Curtin's
proval
Uh Secretary Bryan. Sena-ftrence
motion.
au-and
Birdfiiill
tors
Thompson, joint
thors of the original bill, were con-- MR. HOBSON SUGGESTS
fident that it would pass, and could
A PARENTAL COURT.
see no reason why it should not do so
"The
D. C, May 1
Washington,
j
States"
lnimed':itely.
United
of
the
court
parental
Secretary Bryan, who returned here is proposed in a bill introduced today
the
from
given
banquet
early tday
by Representative Hobson providing
him last night in San Francisco byj that .the judges of the United States
the Panama-Pacifiexposition direc-- i district courts shall exercise the juristors, went by automobile with Gov-- diction of such a court, except in the
ernor Johnson for a sight at first hand district of Columbia, where the presiof conditions as they exist in one of dent would appoint a parental judge.
the Japanese farming colonies of Sac-The court would have jurisdiction
rumen to county.
over all children sixteen years old or
i less in
BRYAN IS OPTIMISTIC.
makers relating, to viola
to supply speWashington, D. C, May 1. Seere-i tion of federal statues;
Pres-- ' cial parental. caj;e, protection and edu
to
latest
dispatches
tary Pryan's
ident Wilson, contained a note or op- - cation for all children; to keep
In' Snrrn-" from auvcourt of record;, from
tv,n
.t...t
ItllllBIll UVCI IIIG olti,itMi
Diiuuuvi, ...
mento. He is Baid to have telegraphed commitment to any institution for pun
ishmentah4 t(f fix absolute responsithe piesident not to credit alleged
the
of
the
intent
of
bility for all persons who assume any
:; reports
over children.
I'.ropcred legislation, expressing a be- pnrental authority
The bill was referred to the commitlief in the solution of .the difficulty sat,
isfactory to the people of California, tee on education.
cur-rtn-
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After repeated clinches Stern got in a
to side of jaw and Torres went
to his knees. He looked as though he
was taking advantage of the first
nine counts as he did In the second
round, but the tenth found him still
on the floor with Stern as the victor.
The attendance was large and enthusiastic and the first smoker given
hy the Elks was voted a success, al
thoueh there was some who felt a
little peeved at Torres fgr quitting.!
The show was pulled, off without tne
loslightest mar of any kind, and the
cal entertainment committee of s the
lodge are to be congratulated on their
puctessful pulling off of this event.
Quite a neat sum was realized by the
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Standing of the Clubs.

. NATIONAL
Washington, D. C, May 1. EviLEAGUE.
Won. Lost. Pet. dences of a determination to hurry
Club.
.730 completion of the Panama canal are
.12 " '4
Chicago
4
.667 seen in today's reports from the isth8
Sew York
machine
mammoth
4
.556 mus. The vine
5
Philadelphia
.538 machine shovels digging out Culebra
7
Prooklyn
"
7
8
;533 cut have boen put on 12 hour shifts
Pittsburg
.333 and working at such a rate would
8 "7
St. Louis
ready for ships
3
.250 have a channel
9
Eoston
most
troublesome
the
part of
.143
12
2
through
Cincinnati
the canal by the time the locks are
ready.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
While the last' official estimates of
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
earliest day at which ships could
the
3
.750
through has been some time in
pass
.727
3
Washington
the rapid progress of the
October,
.607
5
,.10
work may make it possible for ships
.536
.10 ' 8
to go through earlier.
.471
9
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...........
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local lodge.

'Quick action was the byword at
boxing carnival htdd by the local
fks last night at the Elks theater.
le three prelimmaries, scheduled to
six rounds each, lasted three, one
d two rounds in the order in which

WORK IF PUSHED
ON PANAMA CANAL

-

.9
,.8

MANAGERS ONLY
CANNOT WIN THE
GAME SAYS CHANCE

.8
.6
.5
.2

rlt'

8
11
11

.429
.313 CAFE OWNER WILL
TELL OF DEALINGS
.154

"Does the manager make the
Sew
ers, or do the players make the man
WESTERN LEAGUE.
ager?" mused Manager Frank Chance
to a
of the New York Americans,
Won. Lost. Pet.
club.
1
.90?
group of friends recently.
,.10
(Denver
' Personally I believe It Is an eqrtit-- Lincoln
2
.818
3
Th'u greatest inan-!s- t
.750
., 9
able proposition.
Joseph
6
.455
. 5
ager on earth could not win a pennant Omaha
7
.417
without good players: The best team Sioux City ,
7
.364
. 4
on earth could not win a pennant with- Des Moines
7
.364
out the assistance of a commander. Bes Moines
9
.182
in
lies
Baseball
organization
strength
Stern.
.091
10
. 1
is impassible
The bouts were successfully stag- - or team play. This head.
A team
by Mark Levy, the director of the without some respect
liew Mexico Athletic association, and without a capable, leader is about as
Ihe lighters with the exception of vie s&d an affair as would be an army
rious Mike Baca, of local fame, were without officers.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
I know, ror j nave ueen unougu
imbers of his corps of scrappers.
St. Louis at Pittsburg,
a
nu
r
mm,
ocim
ioe
of this city, oraciatea
Cincinnati at Chicago.
Eift McCarthy
!aPer and 1 am fortunate that I gained Boston at Brooklyn.
referee.
mm.
lvicuraw
under
between my experience
The first preliminary
New York at Philadelphia.
and Young i nicoias one oi nauiou uiannrai jiia,cla.
Rivers
poling rather
.
introduced to!. Joe l inner, who piayea unuer me
ho,.h
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
feanta Fe followers of the fistic ar. Chicago. Is the brainiest performer I Chicago at Detroit.
T think Joe Tinker
:
seen.
ever
ev
have
lne ot the best little lighters
Cleveland at St. Louis.
een here, in the person of Young will prove us a great manager as ne
at New York.
Philadelphia
aoes
ne
n
win
a
been
i
player, yet
ivers. Clean and effective hitting ihas
at Boston.
Washington
more
ith measured blows and good ring not claim the credit lor n, any
lie claims me creuit ui maiwiis
ntralship and footwork set his
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
"
rts far above the average ana, me succesauu. .ucuiuw s
Minneapolis at Columbus.
ne
in
but
gave
time
Hainan,
the
soniemmg
tu good management, by
St. Paul at Indianapolis.
is nineteen he should be able to, return.
Kansas City at Toledo.
broadest
in
the
possible Milwaukee at Louisville.
Loyalty
e the best of the small fighters
fee notice.
As it was he conceded sense is one of the cardinal virtues
no
means
'least ten pounds to his opponent. of baseball What I say by
or from any defrom
arises
petty
mark
spite
for
his
head
Chico's
picked
a
nearly every blow ne started sire to cuny mvui- in uc
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
d its resting place. In the third wish to say that I am glad thatj am
At Philadelphi- aChico came back again and In the American league., xso one couiu
Xa-v- s
0
New--' "York ,
0'
a fierce interchange of have been more loyal than I to the
1 4 2
league when I was associated Philadelphia
but he was too weak after hisjtional
- with it.
But in my wildest enthusiasm
Tesreau, Wiltse and Myers; Alex- jrts and the repeated blows landJohn- - ander and Killifer.
Ban
that
not
admit
but
could
I
the:
and
the
head
particularly
tn
se by Rivers, and after being floor-- , sons younger association was Dy tar i
At Pittsburg
Id by successive blows stayed down! the more progressive of the major
1
3 10
circuits. 'This is easily explained.
Aor the count.
St. Louis
7 13
"Mr. Johnson is supreme. He or-- i Pittsburg
S
r.ARSON LASTS ONE ROUND.
it Perritt, Sallee and Wingo; Canitz,
The second preliminary between Aljganized the league and fathered
I Johnson and Benny Carson took the through a trying war, until he gained Conzelman,
Fobinson
and
Simon
tiifie among the bouts on! equal' recognition by the National. It Kelly.
and it was all was Mr. Johnson who vindicated the
fhe card.i. Jne round
nf his hackers and sharped
.no nnnyaA
At Brooklyn
i.wvi v v. hv a mm. rnnfMpnee
OVer. JUI'UBUIl nao
destinies of ins venture along tne Boston
2 7 1
tination of trip and body blows and
4 8 0
er regaining his feet was repeatedly lines of remunerative investment. Brooklyn
lent to the mat by Carson's blows, During the stromy war days hisin fol Hess, Geervas and Whaling, Raird-en- ;
Stock and Miller.
the last blow was a full arm swing lewers learned to put their trust the
of the young promoter,
hnder the jaw and he hit head first. shrewdness
'
"
their real prosi and in the days of
At Chicago
w i"vvuv
p Pti'i'vv1
line HgiH
4
5, 3
perity they have not forgotten him. Chicago ,
Absolute confidence was typified for a Cincinnati. ,
8 12. 2
LOCAL BOY VICTOR.
years at a salary of
Smith, Toney, Lelfield and Archer;
In the third preliminary Mike Baca period of- twenty
'
.
Johnson, Brown and'Clarke.
bf Santa Fe, demonstrated mat ne $25,000. National
the
on
other
"The
league,
bad an effective short arm blow when
is bound together by no qualms
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
ha landed on Young Canole's solar hand,
In that more or less
of conscience.
At Boston
plexus and knocked mm out in me
2 10 4
The bout was fast trom tue happy family it is 'everyone for him
tecond. the interchange of blows so self.' The association seems to take Washington
8 12 1
Boston
L'urious that both participants were great delight in keeping ifs administraBrown
Hughes, Boehling, Engle,
doubt.
of
horns
tion
Somewhat winded
upon the
when the first
and Ainsmith; O'Brien and Cady.
term
Is
a
for
round ended. The round was an no"The executive one elected and
conseyear
longer than
At Detroit
Raca's as his blows were apparently
8 12
Inore effective than those ot Canole. quently in trying to please everybody Chicago
&tte second opened with a fierce inter he pleases none, as the old fable Detroit
5 10 i
of
This
us.
lack
harmony
taught
Russell and Schalk; Mullin, Klawit
change 10 caca a autamoB"
U
on
hand.
evidenced
shows
It
every
ed when, mrougn a uroncu guaiu,
tcr and Stanage.
.ca hit to the "mark" ana tne in the bickerings and squabbles that
characterize each annual meeting of At Philadelphia-Philadel- phia
"point" an dthe battle was over.
The main bout between lorres ana the National league, in the desperate
4
5 2
tern was. though unknown to most fights among its magnates when the New York
8 J
of
arises."
and
money
question
ti the audience, a grudge fight
. Brown, Bender and Thomas; Keattern showed that with one hand prac
ing, Hoff and Sweeney.
that he N. Y. CHAMBER OF
"
tically kept out of action,
COMMERCE APPEALS
was the better of the two. He used
V
At St. Louis
TO CALIFORNIA
his left for hitting very little, having
3 9 2
Cleveland . . .
encounters.
in
previous
Injured it
;1 7 1
Asks Them to Subside In Their Fight St. Louis . . ..
TORRES APPARENTLY QUITS.
Batteries:
and
Carisch;
Falkenberg
and
Stand
He
Against Wiry Japanese
fche first' round was all Stern's.
Weyman and Agnew... .. ..
By Treaty Obligations.
landed to head with heavy swings repeatedly and floored Torres twice.
New York, May 1. The New York DELEGATES FROM ALL
Torres was tired and covered up aft- chamber
of commerce adopted a resoOVER COUNTRY
Stern
round.
the
most
of
er! that
ATTEND PEACE CONGRESS.
protesting against "aciniesed many of his swings to head lution today state
in the union tendof round. In the second tion by any
aMb-e-enby St. Louis is Scene of Sessions Which
round Torres came back and in the ing to dishonor the United States
Will Last for Three Days Messrs.
treaty obligations with a
first part of the round the interchange impairingstate
we are bound
Carnegie and Trueblood Spoke TowUs6TTtrsMfcAfter several clinch- foreign of to which
amity," and appealing to
day.
es: Stern rusheoVnd landed to head, in terms
al- the people of California to "subordiSt. Louis Mo., May 1. The fourth
flooring Torres for nine and later
ex- American
peace congress began a
most putting him through the ropes. nate whatever local irritation may
welfare of. the three days session here this morning
The third round was even, consisting ist to the honor and
r
,
with delegates present from all parts
of blows to head and innumerable nation."
of the country.
clihChes. In the fourth Torres did not
" NOT GUILTY."
The chief address of the morning,
look like the same boy that had been BROKERS PLEAD
was delivered by Andrew Carnegie. A
His
recovery
In
first
the
befcten up
rmarkable. Stern landed very ' San Francisco, May 1. Pleas of report of his speech . is printed on
jsJLeffecttve blows while nearly all- not guilty" were entered today by J. page three.
C. Wilson, P. A. Wilbrand and Peter
Benjamin Trueblood, secretary of
of Torres' reached their mark. ClinchmTwere frequent. Advantage was to P. Burke, the three stock brokers. Who the American peace society spoke on
were indicted for conspiracy in induc "the present demands of the peace
Torres. The fifth round was about
both landing blows to ing Charles F. Baker, the defaulting movement."
even
an
split,
I
the
Mr. Trueblood said tliat when
Stern's blows at the end of assistant cashier of the Crocker Najuaft&
i
mnnd were heavy ones. Torres tional bank of this city, to take funds present administration at WashingIn the from the institution. The date for ton takes up the arbitration treaties
UU resorted to the clinch.
set Monday by Judge every possible
must be
influence
ixtb. th decisive rouna, Dotn iauu their trial will be
if several blows to head but those! Van Fleet of the United States dis- - brought to bear on th e senate to get
recognition of the compacts.
f Stem had more steam behind them, trict court.
came up. The main bout was
.
tl,o firat round lint
rk Torres of Albuquerque, after be- floored twice by heavy body and
Id blows managed to catch his
cond wind and eluded defeat until
sixth round. In that round, after
ping knocked down again by his
Kid Stern, likewise of the me- fopolis, he failed to rise within the
to
inmt' and the fight was given
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POLICEMEN.

New Link of Evidence Showing Collusion With Bunco Steerers Is Said
To Have Been Found.
Sai) Francisco, Calif., May 1. Following upon the open admissions he
made last night under
Caesar Ronchi, cafe owner and
for the bunco
confessed
men in the transactions they allege
existed between them and eight members of the police department, will be
called again today as a witness beHe will
fore the police commission.
be questioned more fully as to the
the
transactions between
crooks and the officers, which,
he has stated, were carried on to a
great extent in his cafe.
Chief of Police White said today
that Ronchi's partial confession
corroboration to the
strong
stories already told hy the convicted
bunco steerers.
Ronchi has admitted handing detectives envelopes which he was certain
contained money, and in this District
Attorney Ficket believes he,;has the
connecting link in the case against the
accused policemen.
,
Peter Bruno, another cafe proprietor
who has testified that the crooks and
officers frequently conspired in his
place, also will be called.
Chief
Vnder instructlons""from
White, the several company command
ers to whose districts suspended pofiled formal
licemen were assigned,
charges against the men before the
today accusing
police commission
them of neglect of fluty and unofficial- like conduct.
District Attorney Fickert learned today that California-- Givenetti and another man, friends of the bunco operators, are under afi'est at Los Angeles.
Ofilcers will be sent to bring them to
this city.
sup-pHe-

s

on-a-

'

1, 1913.

CERMANY ORDER CONSUL
TO INVESTIGATE KILLING.
Denver, Colo., May

1.

Max Martin,

acting German consul in Denver, acting on ordejrs from the German foreign office has begun an investigation
of the killing of Oswald Helnrtch, a
German miner, near Alma,' in February. Heinrich was shot to death by
Frederick Kemper, who was exonerated by a coroner's jury on a plea ot
The German government
is not satisfied with the vtrdict of the
Cf roner's jury and has ordered an in.
','.?;?' '". i ,., .X
vestigation.;,.
The great calamity in Omaha was
by the erribly
quickly
disastrous floods in Ohio, Great sufexfering and sickness from colds and
Cali2217
L.
resulted.
Poole,
posure
fornia St., Omaha, writes ; "My daughter had. a very seve cough and cold
t ut Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
knocked it out in no time." Refuse
substitutes. The Capital Pharmacy, ,
d

ft

Chocolate.

Hot

Delicious

October's chilly dayi wggeit umethiDg
wrm tot the inner law.
made from

We're serving hot chocolate

Its purity, excelleuce and
ddlcioaaneM of tlaTor.
We don't know of any other atore
'
chocolate-t- oo
that aeiTM
at OURS
eipenai, perhaps.tooIt'a different
there's nothing
good for our patrons.

c

1

j

PIPING HOT

A

CUPFUL

OC

FOR

ekarad.withdajnty,

jL.

erUp crackers.

ut IV! rR'

alwavs fresh. If you're
city, we'll eJjnee it to you.

emi-rivp-

mis-lead-

SECOND

A NEW KiNG PLAYING

ALBANIA'S NEW RULER IS A REAL BOURBON
NOSE TO HIS GAY PAREE HABITS.

'

FROM

FIDDLE.
HIS

ROYAL

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
Do you realize the f act tkathonsands of
1
'
women Sre now using v- ' ' '

Powder

A Soluble Antiseptic

as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceration, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Drugprice.
gists or sent postpaid on receipt of Mass.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston,

LIVING COSTS
REDUCED- - V
MOTORCYCLE

'

A motorcycle reduced the cost
of living for C. B. Gesney, Cin-- i
i
cinnatl.
' When he
bought It, he moved
to the country to Alexandria
'
fifteen miles away.
He rides daily to and from
his Work Jn Cincinnati. Never
misses.
In 8 months he rode 5,350

RAILROADS REFUSE TO
GRANT RAISE IN WAGES.
(Continued from page one).

uhich the interest of the public

re-

quires.
CALL DEMANDS "EXTRAVAGANT."
"In making demands for extravagant wages wages entirely out of accord with the railroad's obligations
as a wholerailway employes apparently act on the assumption that a
strike that would tie up traffic would
never be permitted by the public. They
seem to think that if a strike is to be
avoided, the railroads must give way
that the public will force them to
give way, believing that arbitration
musTtake place, and that in the end
the splitting of differences between
what theyjlemand and the wages they
receivewill result in their favor. In
other words, the employes have everything to gain and nothing to lose."
CONFERENCE FOLLOWS.
The submission of the railroads answer today followed a series of conferences between a committee of the
managers and a committee of the conductors' and trainmen'B organizations.
On its receipt the conductors and
trainmen committees went into '"conference to consider what further action would he taken.
EUROPE

PREPARES TO
SHOW THE IRON HAND.

(Continued

from page one).

sign a draft of the preliminaries which
the powers have already drawn up.
This course has been adopted in order
to prevent prolonged discussion.
POWERS DELAY ACTION.
London, May 1. The powers will
not take steps to coerce Montenegro
for the present. The ambassadors
at their meeting this afternoon came
to the conclusion that In view of ,the
conciliatory attltucuB shown by Mon
tenegro it was unnecessary to pro
ceed with Immediate measures of
coercion.
i
"RUIN!" SHOUTS RUSSIAN.
Cettinje, May 1. The Russian minister to Montenegro presents a curt
note to the government today urging
immediate compliance by Montenegro
with the demands of the European
powers for the evacuation of Scutari

jniles through the clean, fresh
air. "'Gained 10 pounds. Used
.

only 88 gallons of gasoline.
BETTER
jbHEAPER living
living!
A motorcycle will do the same
for you.
Come in or write for details.

"

POPE MOTOR CYCLES X

KING FRED OF ALBANIA.

The best little second fiddler in the i'. a great great grandson of Louis
whom many
Bluropean concert is to play a short XIV of France after
rooms and brocaeded chairs in
piece all by himself Ferdinand- Fran- hotel
cois Bourbon d 'Orleans Due de Mont- - the- - United States have been named.
in
pensier has been created king of i" Al He id- a six footer, slightly stooped
the shoulders, a great game" hunter
i
bania.
in
Europe haS more royal second fid laud traveler and was an officer
dlers than any other instruments for the Spanish navy. His brother is the
Its governmental harmonies.
.There rue d'Orleans, who claims the throne
are too many of them, in fact, for real of France because his grandfather was
So a lot of them are per-i- t king and it'faniily trade both king
harmony.
itted to run around fairly loose, the ing and Claiming. His sister is the
string on them leading back to the con- fcrmer queen of Portugal. His cousin
ductor's desk so that when the people is the king of Spain. In fact, the Bourr'.se up and write a new part in the bon family was a sort of king ; trust
symphony that a second fiddler can a few generations ago but they couldn't
play,, one of them can be pulled in hold on to the monopoly.
:ind set to work. ,
King Ferdy isn't such a bad sort of
That's what has happened in Alban- a fellow He's young and unmarried
ia. The Bulgarians and the Servians and has never worried himself , much
and the Greeks and the Montenegrins about the dignity of his statiorr;,
have pried Albania loose from Turkey has spent a lot of time in the United
r.ud the good people of Albania, hav- States ddring the. course of the last
ing no particular love for either of the 111 years, having found Tiig game hunt
Balkan allies prayed the big powers to ing here, in Canada and Mexico highlet them have a national four-rooly exhllerating and exciting. He is a
flat of their own. Sensing the fact thorough Frenchman and,, although
that this disposal of Albania would there is a perpetual open season for
have the effect of preserving a more n embers of his family under the game
or less status quo (diplomatic lang-img- laws of France, he was "tolerated," as
for getting you nowhere) the !;e expresses it, in Paris and made his
ptwers consented and Ferdy was in- home there. He'll make his home in
Scutari in the future and will wear a
terrupted while making a perfectly
yachting trip to seat himself n!ce little crown and carry a scepter
on the new throne almost before the instead of a dinky little cane butTie'll
gill on it was dry and while it still' had ao just what the Albanian government
.?
officials and the European concert
a "Varnishy rmell.
King Ferdinand if he calls himself masters tell himllke the good little
,
i )
that is 28 years old, unmarried.'ind second fiddle he is.
;
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Overhead Valve Motors
Model L 8 h. p. chain drive . . .... $250.00
Model M 5 h. p. chain drive
E'J'S
Model K Big 4 h. p. belt drive.... KOO.OO
$185.00
Model H llsnt weigh t, belt drive
Magneto Equipped. . :

Pope

Supplies

PASH BROTHERS,

CIiIEiaTr

MOTOB-C- T
127 San Francltn St.,

Snia Ft. H.

MS'

mm
Prices, lO and
To-Nig-
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KALE-

M-"

"-CU-
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RRENT

Indian Maid's Warning

Jones's Jonah Day

1

"-DRAMA

"-C0CTY

;

MEET
ALBUQUERQUE,
--

N.

M.

.May 3d, 1913.

d
fare, from
all points in New Mexlxo to
,; Albuquerque and Return
on Certificate Plan, pro- - ...
vitiiag fifty 'or more
are in attendance.

One apd

$4.60
Tictfeis

one-thir-

From Santa Fe

$4.60

on Sale May 1st, 2nd and 3rd.

V Relinn Limit, May 5th, 1913.
. Agent
H S LUTZf .

LUBIN"

PATH-

;.

INTERSCHOUSTIC
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Bicycles-Repair- ing
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THURSDAY, MAY

UNITED STATES BANK

NEW TEACHERS
SELECTED FOR
COMING YEAR

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,300 00
Business

Does a General Banking

The board of education met last
night and elected the touchers for
the coming year. Professor .7. H. Wagner, who has done most efficient work
since he has taken hold of the. Santa
Fe schools, was chosen last week to
continue the coming year. The comImittee of the hoard called the teach
ers' committee, met last Tuesday in
the office of Senator Catron, in the
Catron block, the following being the
Hon. T.
members of the committee:
13. Catron, James Seligman. Dr., David
W, Knapp, and President Jose Sena,
member.
who is
The, applications for teachers and the matter of selecting them for the coming
year was carefully considered and selections endorsed by the board of education last night, and, the course of
studies made out. The following is
the list of teachers selected:
Principal of the high school, George
Lougee; assistant principal Elsie Stal- ey; Stella Hutson, Marie Sena, .1. A.
Wood, Leila Laws, Alberta Smith,
Fiances Abbott, Helen Oildersleeve.
Xellie Harrison, Minnie Laws, Marie
Green, .Tane Groves, Marion Hisliop,
Mary Martin, Louisa Schnepple, Juan-itSena, Adah Harvey.
J. A. Wood is transferred from grade
work to take charge of four classes
in mathematics m the high school.
Miss Marion Bishop will have charge
of music and Miss Mary Martin charge
of art.
Miss Leila Laws has had two years'
experience in graded work and is a
graduate of the University of Illinois,
and comes well recommended.
Miss Jane Groves, who is also a new
teacher, is the daughter of M. S.
Groves of the, corporation conimissioa.
She comes here to take charge of the
kindergarten work, in place of Miss
Clara Palmer, who has resigned. Miss
a special course in
Groves
the Kansas State normal school at
Kmporia, and has the endorsement of
some of the leading educators in that
state, among them being that of William .Allen White, the noted newspaper man and author.
The assistant principal, Miss Elsie
Staley, will have charge of a Greek
class the coming year, which is a rich
addition to the course, and will also
'
teach Latin.
Professor Lougee, the principal, will
have charge of the science course in
the high school.
Miss Sena will aid a class in Span- tlio IT.ii.lliLti ul,1 hiatal-- ,
Miss Sena will aid a clas sin
in addition to her other work.
-

Your Patronage Solicited
' W.

LALGHLIN, President.

N. B

J.

B. LAMY,

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

Vice-Preside-

DON DIEGO ADDITION
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
In

Precinct

(South Side)

No.; 4

NOW OPEN.

See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

?

O.C.WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

j

f hone,
..Il9 San Francisco,
I I

1 1 1

H

'

St.,

1B

SURETY

BONDS.

J.
Santa Fe, New Mexico

:

HHiHii'

M

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

has-take-

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

Telephone 9 W

OASPER ST.

-

i

A Rug Or A

Carpet

We have some of the
and
kugs to
Brussels
Finest
Carpets
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed In our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
IS A GREAT COMFORT.

Weil-Ma-

AKERS

--

UNDERTAKING

WAGNER

AND

CO.

FURNITURE

MULLIGAN & RISING,
DIRECTORS
FUNERAL
"

License Numbers,

,

:

66-6-

r Niyht Phone, 130 Main.

Day

...... Next Door to Postoffice.

1

'
,
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THE AMERICAN

1

THE CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
MEETS TUESDAY

I

PERSONALS
(Owing to the great interest mani
fested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request! Its readers to
send In by mall (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
ComMexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer.

8

MARK

WVRK-WATE-

RtCISTCRtO

'

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make' your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify
ss

Our Prices

JUST RECEIVED
Another car load
Boss Patent Flour.

001

BOND
Water-Mar-

(Fac-Siml- le

,

PURE FOODS
!

'

The De Luxe Business Paper
find that .COUPON
because by comparison-you'rWOul- d
r
Bond
the
is
far
BOND
beyond
Paper in
average

impressiveness and all that makes stationery

'

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.

:

h.

yAll

8

CO.

Where Prices ar? Bst
For Safe Oualltv.

CO.

GOODS

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or Low 1
i
A ftvnrt ment to Select From.
i
Merit
m-cr-

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

1.-

25c to $2.48

-

Prices from

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST

nir

-

1

-

-

INSUIIE WITH HAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

Ti

modern.
s well located,
s close in.
Is in a good neighborhood.
Is a home.
.
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonnble
price.

If you contemplate purchase of a home and want to
money's worth" It will pay you to Irquire at once of

B. HAYWARD,

JOSEPH

8, Capital City Bank Building,

Room

::::

IF IT'S REAL

secure "your

t

MANAGER,
Santa Fe,

N. M.

ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

j

high-gra-

,

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

de

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

j

-

B. F. McNulty and wife left yester- day for Albuquerque, where they will
make their residence, and w here Mr.
McNulty will have charge of the
Casualty company, which has
moved from Santa Fe to that, city.
Franklin K. Brooks, of Colorado
Springs, who is interested in the Costillo Estates Development company,
which is operating in northern New
has
Mexico and southern Colorado,
been , tne city the past day or so on
business.
Mis8 Lillian DenC" local operator
for tne western Union, who was call-,- ,
!ed to Rochester, New York, on
count of the illness' of. her father,
some weeks ago, will return to Santa
Fe today and resume her old posi- tion here. Vere Lane, of the Denver
office, who has been temporarily niling the position, returns to Denver.
the newly elected
J. A. Jeancon
secretary of the chamber of com- -who has been in Colorado settling affairs and preparing to move
here, Is on the ground and has taken
up the work or that Doily. A meeting
of the chamber is called for next
Tuesday evening, May 5, announcement of which will be found in another column.

New York, N. Y., May

1.

The rail-

Of roads of the eastern territory, having
discussed the freight rate problem
have decided to ask the interstate
commerce commission to allow a five
jrer cent increase on ' freight of afl

Tea and Coffee.
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Ladies' Collars I

MOST REMARKABLE
BARGAINS IN

Are

j

.

.

Monarch Canned Got ds,
pharacter.
Richelieu Canned Ooods, v .... This was made known today - in a
a
Califor--niPeeled
Hunt's Hand
statement issued by President Willard,
of the Baltimore & Ohio.
Canned Fruits.- - '
Mr. Willard is the head of a comCHASE & SANBORN'S
mittee of railroad presidents, repre-

quality-characte-

really productive.

.

ht

j

TO RAISE THE
FREIGHT RATES

remember this.

DOT

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

Muchj
I ftUCCT
THE
I 11L,
IT LU I i
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DIRECTOR OF POSTAL
SAVING SYSTEM RESIGNS,
Washington, I). C, May 1. Theo- dore L. Weed, director of the Postal
Savings system since its establishment, presented to Postmaster Gen-eral Burleson today his resignation,
effective June 30. Air. Weed will en- gage In business in New York.

THE
BARN
STAR
W.A.WILLIAMS,
-

senting the principal lines in what is
known as the official classification territorythat is, the district lying east
of Chicago and north of the Ohio river.
For some time there khas been talk
of a movement looking to increased
freight, rates, but today's statemsnt is
the first coming from the" roads.
Briefly, the request jto .the interstate

commerce commission will be made in
.the form of an application to

111 I

U

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

av ana warn
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone

214

BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

PRESBYTERIAN

EGGS FOR HATCHING

CHURCH

OF

IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.

Below you will find articles
you may be sure of getting
at any time at our store :

.

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

uu LTLrrui

EXTRA FANCYGOODS

Anchovies
Anchovies In Oil
Anchovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
Tuna Fish in Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
C. & B. Parmasan Cheese in
Bottles
Imported Sardells
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Oilve Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Heinz Preserved Fruit in Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
,
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard

We also have a full line

116 QALISTEO STREET.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

y

tlNE

J

aHENRY KRICKg

e

OUR

$2.00.3 EGGS

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer I

May 14th to June 1st.

EGGS

FRESH

F0R

THE

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
Dates of Sale, May
Ave.

MAYES

to

13,?

LIMIT

By depositing tickets with joint
agent at Atlanta, not' later than
June 10th, and payment of 91 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
.
June 30th 1913.
,

INSURANCE

For Further Particulars

Call On or Addrtss,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico
N

Fire,

Life, lAccldent

Plate Olass, Etc. Etc -

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Of

RancheJ, Orchards"
Land jQrants, Etc

FINE CANDIES

Of

.

CO.

10

EXTENDED RETURN

-

Surety Bonds

GROCERY

ATLANTA, GA.

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
315 Palace
Phone 204 J.

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

IMMIIMMimiMI

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

Foot-Eas-

jm

TWO AND FOUR IIORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

Re-

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

UIIULU

the antiseptic powAllen's
der. It relisves painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet, and instantly takes
the sting out of corns and bunions. It's
the greatest comfort discovery of the
aee. Allen's Foot-Easmakes tight or
n is a certaln
new gll0es feel easy
reljef for sweating, callous, swollen,
tired acnng feet, Always use it to
Break in New Shoes. Try it today,
gcd everywhere, 25 cents. Don't
cf pt any substitute. For FREE trial
address Allen S. Olmsted,

page,
RoVj

PROPRIETOR.

We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJjTrial
- Order and Convince You.

HflFfl

YIIIIR
I UUfl

lUTf!

CUJ(C
UllHnL

-

Wholesale and Retail

1

CO.

--

nrlWtMTOTni

MILLINERY

Stark-.weathe-

TRADE

inn II

rr-

125 Palace Ave
William B. Prince came in from
Espanola yesterday.
ate case, heard
O. A. Burlner, the well known type- - the eastern advance
and nased upon by the commission in xm
writer dealer, is here on business.
Mounted Policeman J. H. Mc Hughes 1MU.
U here from Cerrillos on business.
"When the matter of an increase in
Colonel E. V. Douson, the well rutes of freight was considered, three
known Duke City attorney, is here on years ago,'' said Mr. Willard's statelegal business.
ment. "It was proposed by the rail-- '
Benjamin F. Criswell, of Albuquer- roads to increase generally the so-- i
que, special insurance agent and ad- celled class rates and some of the com- juster, is in the city. .
It was urged at the
modify rates.
Mrs. Norman L. King who has been time by those opposed to the suggest- visiting friends in El Paso for sever jed advances that a fairer and belter
al weeks, returned home today.
if neces- jv. ay to obtain an increase
W. A. Keleher of the Albuquerque
on
a
advance
be
small
would
by
Bry
Evening Herald, was here yesterday all
instead of the larger advance
rates
with a party from the Duke City.
as was proposed, of some of the rates,
Captain O. A. Burtner, of Albuquerr.nd it has been very clearly brought
que, who is an enthusiastic military cut
during recent years and particular-- ,
man and well known here, is in the
filed
in the numerous complaints
city.
the interstate commerce commis-- '
A. B. Renehau is expected home to- with
sion that the relation of rates be- morrow, after an absence of several
localities is of much greater liftjtv.een
busidays in Albuquerque, on legal
uortance to the shipping public than
ness.
Mrs. Frank McISride, who is engag- the actual rate per S. E.
"With this in mind, the carriers now
ed In stenographic work in the adjutant general's oflice is on the sick l ope to obtain the consent of the com-- !
mission lor an advance of five per
list.
Chief Clerk R. F. Aspluud returned cent on freight of all character and
last evening from a two days' visit it is believed that such an advance, if!
to Las Vegas, on school matters of granted, will create little, if any disturbunce in commercial conditions,
importance.
Governor Wra. C. McDonald left to"The railroad executives feel that
day for his ranch at Carrizozo, and the changed conditions
which navel !
for
three come about so narrowed the margin :
will be absent from the city
or four days.
between income and out go that a 10
Rev. ,ll M. Shinier is expected home
cent increase of all freight tariffs
per
tomorrow from Texas, where he went would be
justified. They recognize,
at the request of the family of the however, the
importance of obtaining
late Irvin Frazer.
the necessary revenue in such a way
or
a
who
E.
returned day
J.
Clark,
as to create the least possible disturb-so ago from an absence of several
lance of commercial conditions, and on
weeks in the northern part of the
that account feel that it would be betstate, left yesterday for Trinidad on
ier to ask for an' increase of 3 per cent
business.
at this time. Unless the carriers;
(lily
J. B. Newell, of Albuquerque, who are enabled to
increase their revenue
represents Delgadillo, the condemned in some manner and the plan above
man, ordered to be hung Friday, May
proposed seems likely to meet with
16, is in the city in the interest of
less opposition than any other, their
his client.
already limited to provide
fbility
unable
was
N.
White
Supt. Alvan
at such additional equipment and facilito attend the teachers' meeting
Clovis today and tomorrow, by rea- ties as will be necessary to take care
son of pressing matters in the de- of the growing demands of the cotin-ti- j II
will he very seriously impaired."
partment.
Mr. Willard and President Rao, of
His Grace, the Most Rev. J. B. Pita-val- ,
t lie Pennsylvania,
and Brown, of the
archbishop of Santa Fe, is expected home some time next week. The New York Central, have appointed a
committee to take up the question
(aichbishop lias been making his
confirmation ,tour through the v ith the commission.

CUMMINS HAS A PLAN.
Washington, D. C,May 1. Senator
Cummins has a plan to merge the bureau of corporations into a trade committee which would bring proceedings
laws against any
under the anti-trubusiness which by merely its extent
competition.
destroyed or prevented
The commission would also investiM. H.
Mrs.
Mrs. K. D.
gate price cutting to ruin competitors. Bvrd and MissPaterson,
Stella Sloane, accom- The senator introduced a bill to carry
panied by the latter's cousin, Miss
out his ideas,
Margarette Sloane of Sioux City, la.,
who has been visiting here, left this
morning for .Las Vegas, on business
connected with the Woman's ChrisKAUNE
H.
tian Temperance Union, and will visit
J. D. Hand's large ranch, at Onaya,
near the last named city.
Where Quality Governs the Price
Charles M. Stauffer has received a
postal from Win. D. Starkweather, of
and Price the Quality
the llntoype force of the New Mexihis safe arrival
can, announcing
'"Way Down East.". He is now in
r
Mr.
Westfield, Massachusetts.
Its not a new Idea, but one
does not state whether or not
well worth considering when
he was seasick, on the. voyage beyou buy your GroceriM. The
tween New Orleans and New York,
purity and wholesomentss o'
but being human, the presumption is
all foods sold in our store
that he experienced that usual feelIs your best kind of Health
ing where a man thinks at first that
Insurance for you. . Inferior
he is going to die and then wants to,
goods are not sold by us. We
and is afraid that he won't. Mr.
leave that to those who wish
'Starkweather says that prospects are
HIGH
to take chances.
favorable for the incorporation of his
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
mining company in which he is interLOW AS THIS QUALITY
ested with others of this city.
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want our
RAILROADS WISH
PPease
reputation to rest.

S.

S"83881
I"

Display of
Very Large
- a

A

jaich-dioces-

An iinportant meeting of the chamber of commerce is called for next
TueBdayevening, May (i, at which time
a big attendance is desired and all
members or those who desire to be- come members, are requested to be
Ipusent. The organization of conimit- ties to take uu the work for the com- ing year, is one of the important mat- ters to be given free discussion and
consideration, and both President .Dor- man and Secretary Jeancon hope( to
see a big turnout. The finance com- is out now and is soliciting
funds for the ensuing year, and there
seems to be good prospects that the
w ork of the year will be taken up with
a vim and great good accomplished for
Santa Fe.

de

which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today

THE
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Ail (Kinds.

Telephone 194 Y.f Room U
LAUGHLIN

SNT4FB

BUILDING,

NEWMEXICO

ftcratoh Pads sf-adescriptions an
qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent
New Mexlcaa office

Are Your Trees
Strong and Healthy?
"RED APPLE PAINT
will make them so.

April and May are the months fo
painting- your fruit trees for pro
tection from all kinds of insects.
-

Try Rhoads' Patent Tree Paint.
and Guaranteed by :

Mad

J. F. RHOADS,
nvTbLii
nvnsw)
a
104 QALISTEO ST.,
SANTA FE.N.M.
Telephone 157 W.

ll

H
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New Mexican. Want

bring results.

Try

It

Ads

alwa

Santa Fe
"'

".'

New Mexican
-

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $230,000

J. PALEN,
President.

..i. ...

...

..mm

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

The

Charles

J. Wight

M.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

Stauffer

Giddings
William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, all months, by mall
Weekly, par year

rime

RATES

Dally, par quarter, by mall

(2.50

Dally, par quartar, by

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy, dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building. Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?

$1.00

Weekly, tlx month

11.25

oarrlar

r Booklet

11.50

$ .50

in I870.

the teat of a bank' endurance and etrength.
determine it adaptability to changing cortdl- tlons. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country' financial and commercial diaasters for over
forty yeara. Its management haa regarded safety aa of
.he first Importance In banking a tradition' that still'
rules It poicy, but the bank la not living on Ita history
but depends for Ita prosperity ucjn adaptability to prea

playing,

.

$5.00

Organized

la

Growth

President
General Manager
.Editor
Associate Editor

Branson M. Cutting;

Vice-Preride-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

New

L. A. HUGHES,

needs.
Commercial Bill discounted.
Credit ani Deposit Ac
counts opened- - tetter of Credit and Draft Issued on
all Countries.
Coupon collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases affected.
change
Telegraphle
transfer of money made.
It I Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive fund for our t me Certificate
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your banklig
ent-da- y

Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

1
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" All of Today's News Today "

last few years, and the homely English light. We welcome them to our midst,
sparrow has been altogether too much but they are hereby warned not to
in evidence. We want the bright col- "scramble at
the shearers' feast and

THE BYSTANDER

AS

SEES IT

JACK'S VISIT.
We have all been deeply interested
in the condition of the fruit in this
section since that recent visit of Jack
frost, "when he tried, evidently, to
v

PHONES:

ored, happy song birds back. We want
them in our yard and about our doors
and in the trees. I think we all miss
them.
Mr. Ford has given to these Utile
foreigners all the comfortable luxuries
he could think of. They have a little
preserve along the River Rouge and
hundreds of houses built for their
comfort. It is a little bird paradise,
and in it should thrive these beau-tiful jUttle ceratures, increasing, in n
years to that extent that the
sweet songs from these pretty warb
lers can be heard far and near.
Henry Ford is entitled to the thanks
of our American people for this forward movement.

shove away the worthy bidden guest."
Defiling Headlight.
Like An Apostle.
A real newspaper must be some- thing like the "Apostle had in mind
when "he said:
ll
tilings to ai!
men." The reporter 'may not be per
sonally a champion of card parties,
baseball, dances or other amusements,
yet, they must be recorded; neither is
he necessarily a church member
cause he mentions the good work of
revivals, favors all reforms, advocates
morality and the prohibition of the
liquor traffic; but prints all things, of
all kinds of news. Personal quarrels,
scandals or ordinary drunks are not
news, and ought not, as a rule, be scatClovis
tered broadcast as news.
News.

business.
B. READ,

i

FRANK McKANE,

Cashier.

t)

FOUR PER CENT

Be-.a-

Assistant Cashier.

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

blast everything in Bight.
I have taken occasion to ask sever
al of our fruit growers what really did
happen and what prospects have we
THE TARIFF AND POLITICS
of
for a big crop. The consensus
Senator Claoo of Minnesota, one of the thoughtful and safe men in me
seems to be that the apricots
opinion
to
handle
commission
a
of
tariff
United Stales senate, is a strong advocate
and sour cherries were hit very hard
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
this intricate, much discussed and not fully understood question which should and that the crop promises to be very
never have been made a political issue, but belongs in the field of economics.
that plums too, have suffered,
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
It is n question too intimately touching the direct interests of all the light;
but that the apples are not seriously
of
a
to
matter
made
be
party bickerings.
people
our
one
of
to
As
peaches,
injured.
Senator Clapp favors a commission with powers similar to those now inrire
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
fruit, growers said this morning,
possessed by the interstate commerce commission with respect to railroad
'
were already winter
"The
peaches
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat, .
he
lower
or
duties,
to
raise
rates. A tariff commission should have the power
suffered from the unus- - AMONG THE EDITORS.
Central Location.
bill, which has no killed, having
said. The commission provided for by the
win
ually severe weather during the
he characterizes as a "mere makeshift."
real pow-arDifference.
The
ter months and the recent late frosts
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
It is true that the constant agitation of the iariff, swinging to the exKnowledge is power, but it take3 ODOR OF BURNING
no harm."
tremes of rolicy cannot do otherwise than affect iniuriously the business in- - did them
to
Cuer"an
automobile.
run
gasoline
of
FUSE LEADS TO BOMB
Naturally, we take this visit
teresls of the country from big business to small business.
'
.
We vo Clipper.
Tariff tinkering has not been a success, but is rather in the nature of Jack's with some little ill feeling.
f ,' menace.
Be
Will
There.
Unstable and indefinite conditions are not conducive of good have been told as the cold weather
a
From the press reports of the Sau
Philadelphia,
May X A powerful
lasted all through April that it was
results,
coun- - bomb composed of two pounds of high
section
of
the
Juan
as
that
basin,
could
that
happen
a
business
madethe best thing
wOODY'S STAGE LINE
It Is time that the tariff is removed from politics and is
explosives and studded with a battery
OPEN DAY AND N1QHT
it held the fruit back and the buds try is awaiting the arrival of a new 'of
question entirely.
hidden
all
we
are
we
aertridges,
too,
advanced.
say shake,
railroad;
0
would not become so far
From
ia a
La Salle Restaurant
beribboned candy box,
So we had to say it was good and waiting, and have been for four years.
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
to
a
fuse
attachwhich
been
had
long
We will all be there when the roll is
THE PORT COLLECTOR
that we liked it.
CH AS. O ANN, Prop.
ed, was discovered a few seconds beMeets Both North South
How history repeats itself. For years the position of collector of the port
But now, we feel that we had too called. Cimarron
fore it was due to explode in the Burd
at New York has caused trouble and lias broken in upon the peace of mind much of a good thing and that we do
Very Distinguished.
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
Carlsbad boasts of a preacher who Building, at the corner of Ninth and Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
of the executive. It lias even been the beginning of an- - act that had a tragic not seem to be much better off than
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
streets.
Chestnut
events.
little
of
'April resembles W. J. Bryan, a lawyer who
political
if we had been given a
ending and changed the course
the north bound train and arrives ai
The bomb had been placed on a win- Regular Means, 25 cents.
President Wilson is meeting the same problem now. He has his own weather in April instead of that looks a little like "Old Abe," a goat-maHowRooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
choice for collector. Senator O'Gorman has his choice, and the two choices which belonged to February.
who might have been taken for dow sill near the desk of Robert L.
"
' e not the. same.
,
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at Ail Hours,
ever, that was one of those things the late Alexander Dowie, and a con- Coates, manager .of the watch case
i It may be that again we are to see political ostrangements and a party over which we had no control, and if tractor who is the very picture of Un- company, on the second floor of the BOARD BY THE WEEK
way. Good. covered hacks and good
$5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round
mr.
we cannot eat cherries and apricots cle Sam. Any other celebrities In town building.
trip. Teams
The office is but one of thousands: is not ona of great significance, and and peaches, we will take it out in w ill please step up and be counted.
The box had been concealed beneath French Noodle Order, 20o a dish.
furnished commercial men to take In
made"
unmade
and
and
'
has
New York Chop Suey, 60c. the
.yet it has loomed big in the course of politics,
.
other packages, and as Mr. Coates
Carlsbad Argus.
apples, I suppose.
surrounding towns. Wire Embodc
statesmet.
Then too, it may not be so bad as
reached for one of these he was atA Relic of Barbarism.
station.
The trouble started away back with Grant, and from that time on few of it looks. As Maggie' said in "KindPostmaster General Burleson says tracted by the odor of the burning
our chief executives have escaped serious trouble from this source. It looks ling," in a hopeful if doubtful tone, all Republican postmasters who are fuse. Looking beneath his desk he
in
roses
Wyoming,"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenJust now .like Wilson's turn.
"Maybe there's
efficient will be permitted to serve out saw the sizzling strings which led to
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877. tion to make five year proof, to esIt all goes to show the power of political influence and what results can so we can think "Maybe there'll be their terms, and regardless of their the bomb.
be brought about by the exercise of it. It shows how strong a hold the pie apricots and peaches in the fall."
Department of the Interior, United tablish claim to the land above deHe stamped out the fire, hurled the
good Democrats as all
IT'S FOLLY.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., scribed, before Register and Receiver,
counter has on the hungry members of a party who have been strangers to
will
box
into
a
waterbox
and
everywhere,
telephoned
people
I saw the other day an account of
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
the ltlnch' room for a series of years.
Mr. Burleson's ruling. Firing the Detective Bureau.' At the City April 9, 1913.
in an east- p.pplaud
Notice is hereby given that the follo- on the 10th day of March, 1913.
The lesson would seem to be that the, appointment of the collector of a musical entertainment was to be officials for political reasons is a relic Hall the deadly character of the inattraction
wing-named
claimant haB filed notice
Claimant names as witnesses:
the port pvNcw York is really of less importance than the loss of prestige ern city. The two musicians from of barbarism. Fort Sumner Review. fernal machne was discovered.
the presence of
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, of Leyln,
and the desertion of friends.
Wants To Be Shown.
Officials of the watercase company of his intention to make final proof U
abroad.
(j
The cowmen .of Texas tell us that land the detectives are mystified as to support of his claim under Sections 16 N. M., jLBtosio Villanueva, Agustin
Of course, being from abroad, they
free
cattle and free meats will destroy how the bomb was Qlaced in the pri- - and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 RanJa frf Galisteo, N. V.
CRITICISM IS EASV
were far finer musicians tnan we
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the industry.
They .said the sameivrte office. No employees have been (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
But
home.
at
-,
would
to
they
he
have
remarked
that
is
Andrew Carnegie
could produce
alleged
recently
aot of February. 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
,
Register
were
no
when
hides
is
in
strike
there
put
effect,,
discharged
thing,
wno
recently,
apTakAmericans
weren't. Those
give $100,000,000 to any man who would tell him how to keep on living.
and that saldproof will be made
470),
And
in
recent
and
sfree
all
list
the
had
threatened,
perfectly
yearappear
pu
ing this for a text, one Henry Frank of New York, in a speech in Cleveland peared at the same entertainment It what is the result? Hides are higher satisfied. These facts have convinced before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
U. .8. Land Office at banta Fe, N. M.
the other day made comments as follows:
the foreigners beaten a city block.
M., on May 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
April 12, 1913.
"How r re we to read the silence of the ministry? Are we really to under- is the same old story: "A prophet is now than they have been since tneitne ponce, mat tne aeaaiy explosive for the S
NW
SE
NW
Notice
"given that Julian
would have wrecked the build
stand that they are afraid to accept the offer, fearful of their ability to con- not without honor, save in his own fatted calf was slain on the return of whichmust
NW
NW
NE
NW
Romero, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
have been placed; from the
ii)g
vince the canny Scot, fearful that proof might be wanting and the dismal country,:.' and "Distance lends en- the Prodigal Son. Carrizozo News.
NW
NW 1.4. SW
NW August 5th, 1909, made Homestead EnNE
ortside.
one
of
Great
I
See
am
view."
to
Light.
to
world?
all
the
the
chantment
failure of the promise of eternal life be exposed
N try No. 09474, for Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
SE
W
NE
NW
The policies and methods of Presiwho believe in "see
Part of the building occupied by J.
"Or, have they the courage to come to the front, accept the offer, demand those Americans
NW
NE
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R. Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
I think that dent Wilson and the Democratic party F. Caldwell & Co., jewelers. The poand
first,"
America
businessing
of
the
the
feet
and
at
absolute,
hundred
Carnegie,
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Are You Nervous?
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The well on the farm,
What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
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for flow over a wire last week and year and makes it one of the most pleases, aul the neutrality of 'the
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hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
delivered 1,590 gallons per minute. The complete ice factories in the south- waterway applies to its users only and
test waa made by H. W. Lester, who west.
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
The plant consists of a comnlete pot the United States. This was the
harnessed his tractor to the pump, an
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turbine, boiler equipment of their fifty horse view expressed by Richard Olney,
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1? the best in the valley and can be nish sufficient steamjo run the whole 'speech was read before a meeting of
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
'depended on to deliver at least 1,400 piant, leaving one idle for cleaning the American Society' of International
.
gallons per minute at all times. Dem-ir.g- and necessary repairs. While the fac- Law. Mr. Olney did 'not attend.
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.
tory has its own well and the water "It is clear,' Mr. 6lney s speech conHeadlight. .
therefrom is of .better quality for boiltinued, "that a nation or state does
er use than either Dark canyon or not
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mnnn.
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can be taken ,Q favor Ule Uned
city. There were upwards of 1500 when running. Carlsbad Argus.
States, ii is the clear right of the Unit- bushels, and the crop netted Mr.
Mrs". Grace Fortner, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
ed States to urge that it be held that
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the words 'ill nations' do not mean to
is what she says ' about it: "I was so weak and
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Farmers in this district will begin jirclude the United States.
ers were fine and pronounced equal
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breaking campaign
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
"If the question is submitted to arbiexpected.
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
Beels in the Maxwell district aver- tration, it should not bo submitted to
STABBED WITHOUT CAUSE.
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
Harry Springfield, proprietor of the aged 19 per cent last year, and some The Hague, but to a special tribunal.
Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist.
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sugar factory at Garden City, jterested in the outcome."
knife in the hands of "Shorty" Garner Kan., where the beets from here are
faewis Nixon, of New York, agreed
Tuesday night in an affray in Spring- shipped says that beets from this with Mr. Olney. He said: "I am
to
field's establiBment. Garner is said
higher than any jsfied that the strategy of the present
averaged
have become boisterous and in the other place from which beets were movement is that violent
protests,
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for
a
in the coasting trade may make us
place, Springfield Interposed
The new comers from Rocky Ford content to rest our case there.
with the results- - above mentioned. The wounds are not consid- are among the largest growers this
MONTEZUMA.
Highest temperature, 68 degrees at
ered serious. Clovis News.
year, and great things are expected
1:10 p. rn.; lowest temperature, 41
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
WOMAN
THIS
INTERESTS
EVERY
from them. Most of those who grew
at 5:20 a. m.j mean temperature,
I. Joseph, New Orleans.
A family doctor said recently that
beets last year have signed up for inTHE CANTALOUPE CROP.
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normal or average temG. A. Franz, Clifton, Ariz.
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to
come
vomen
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thinking that they perature for 11 years, 52 degrees; relThere has been planted this season creased acreage, as they know from
C. L. Swain, Stevenson, Texas.
near three hundred acres of canta- experience the value of the crop, not have female trouble, hut when he ative humidity at G a. in., "X per cent;
A. C. Burtk'BS, Albuquerque.
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for
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money,
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improvement
only
p. m., JO per
relative humidity at
Jesus Romero, Albuquerque.
der, they soon recover. This is worth cent; relative humidity, average for
The season is some earlier than last the land.
Sarsfin Garcia, Albuquerque.
and
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that
an
earlier
Foley Kidney the 24 per cent; temperature at 6 a.
With plenty of water and a good knowing,
year and prospects good for
Fred Perea, Albuquerque.
medicine
season, the total crop this year should Pills are the best and safest
crop and better prices.
m. today, 40 degrees.
Henry Leonard, Albuquerque.
Some report that their crop has run well into the thousands of tons at such times. They are tonic in ac- , Remarks
Clear, pleasant day.
J. Mandell, Albuquerque.
come up already. With no drawbacks and bring in $100,000 casji to growers tion, quick in results. They will help
Amarillo, 5G; Bismarck, 34; Boise,
S. J. Lewison, Albuquerque.
or bad luck, there will be more than in this district. Maxwell Mail.
The
Capital Pharmacy.
jr.u.
34; Cheyenne, 32; Dodge City, 10;
J. B. Newell, Albuquerque.
50 carloads shipped from here this
3G; Flagstaff, .IS; Grand Junci
C. Greendell, Bisbee, Ariz.
season, which will bring in considertion, 5G; Hjlcna, 24; Kansas City, G4;
C. G. Rite, Albuquerque.
able money.
AMBASSADOR WHO Lander, 2S; Los Angeles, 50; Modena, W. A. Kelcher, Albuquerque.
SOME
Last season 35 cars were shipped,
30; Phoenix, 5G; Portland, 40; Pueblo,
Harry T. Johnson, Albuquerque.
which brought the shippers more than
WRITES HOT NOTES TO US AT
44; Rapid City, 32; Roseburg, 36;
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
$10,000. Fort Sunnier Review!
Salt Lake, 36; San Francisco.
Ben Criswell," Albuquerque.
WASHINGTON.
50; Santa Fe, 45; Spokane, 3G; Tono-pah- ,
John Anderson, Albuquerque.
NARROW ESCAPE.
24; Winemucca, 20.
Vv. H. Flanders, Sioux City, Mo.
Fire of unknown origin totally deFORECAST.
S. D. Stevens, Albuquerque.
stroyed the house occupied by Nathan
For Santa Fe and vicinity Tncreas- Geo. R. Craig, Albuquerque.
Hobbs and fami'y last Saturday night.
W. L. Trimble, Albuquerque.
cloudiness with showers tonight
ing
The occupants of the building barely
O. A. Burtner, Albuquerque.
oi Friday; copier.
esipped with their lives, as tliey were
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For New Mexico Generally fair, ex- already surrounded by flames when
local rain in north portion to-H. W. Johnson, Albuquerque.
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or
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aroused the rest. Mr. Hobbs succeed
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north
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ed in rescuing he three children from
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tneir bed, but all the family's personal
The barometer continues low this
F. P. Sieglitz, Las Vegas.
effects and clothes were destroyed.
M. A. Basselt, St. Louis.
morning over the central Rocky nioun-jtuiThe. house was the property of the
Frauk Lawhead, Los Angeles.
region and the southwest, with
Wild Cat Leasing company and there
Jose Montano, Albuquerque.
jsoine cloudiness and a continuation of
was no insurance on either the conW. H. Wheeler, Albuquerque.
jvarm weather. To the north of the
tents or building. White Oaks" Cor.
lew area i'rin or snow mid colder
Carrizozo Outlook.
weather have overspread
Montana,
EUROPEAN.
E. C. Campion, Stanley.
jlOaho, Wyoming and South Dakota,
COURT HOUSE CELEBRATION.
while, threatening conditions obtain in
D. ' Robinson, Estancia.
The court is progressing at a reaT.:tah and western Colorado; the preJ. H. McHtighes, Cerrillos.
sonable rate of speed with a number
cipitation thus far has been light and
S. Garcia, Albuquerque.
of workmen on the job. Contractor
scattered. Conditions favor increatWs
Fred Perea, Albuquerque.
Ben Bechte'. reports that the building
cloudiness in this section with showwill be completed and ready to be ocers tonight rvr Friday.
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cupied early in' July. The door" of the
Jail was shipped over from Lincoln
W. C. Strickland, St. Louis.
this week and is being put in placer
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changes made in the upper floor
The annual commencement
exerof
the
J
building.
plans
L. Bressle, Pueblo.
cises of the Presbyterian Mission
. The celebration at Carrizozo
to comA.
Taylor,
Albuquerque.
schools (Allison-James- )
in this city
memorate the completion of the buildCol. George W. Prichard, City.
will be held at the First Presbyterian
in
be
held
will
Mr. H. W. Gleason, Boston, Mass.
the
probably
early
ing
church at 8 p. m. Monday.
Mrs. H. W. Gleason, Boston, Mass.
full when horse races and a general
The class address will be delivered
D. B. Conway, Alamosa, Colo.
carnival will be on. Carrizozo
Dr.
R.
of
David
Boyd, president
by
H. W. Johnson, Albuquerque. .
the University of New Mexico. Dr.
C. Groini, Albuquerque.
is a well known educator and
Boyd
CARLSBAD ICE FACTORY.
H. E. Meyer, .Junca, Alaska.
speaker.
The Ice factory is just completing
Lee B. Strifling, Denver.
The annual entertainment by the
a water tower and tank that will add
J. F. Mead,. St. Joseph.
schools will be given at the Allison
C. W. Risdon,. Denver.
greatly to the convenience of the
school tomorrow, Friday, night.
'
Mrs. Clyde Walters and Sister, La
plant'
The baccalaureate sermen will be
Mesa, N. M. - .'
They also have their order 'In for
preached Sunday at the First Presbyr
boiler which
another 60
Mr. Chaves and Family, City.
terian church by the Rev. B. Z. Mc- - Mr. and
Mrs, Iden. City.
Collough.
CHINDA.
Mr. Parkhurst, City.
Mr. Uhlfelder and Family, City.
education, nearly 40 years ago, when
(By OHver P. Newman.)
Mr. and Mrs. Sutton.
UNDER
TEA
1.'
he
the
of
South
attended
D.
He
talks
University
Washington,
C, May
with equal fluency in English, French Carolina.
APPLE
JUDGE KING IS NAMED
German or Japanese.
A
Entering the diplomatic service
CHIEF COUNSEL FOR
He plays billiards by the hour on when a young man, he rose to be minRECLAMATION SERVICE.
Tha ladies of the Alter Guild of the
billiard table in his K ister to Holland, minister to Russia,
the
on
next
Church
will
of
the
a
in
street
home
Holy
Faith,
and
to
Washington
vice minister
at
Restored to Health
foreign
Lydia
Democratic National Committeeman
good game, too.
home, ambassador to Germany and Saturday afternoon, between the hours
of Oregon is Given a Good Job By
Et Pinkham's Vegetable
He runs his own motor car, know finally ambassador to America.
He of 4 and 6 o'clock, give a Japanese
Secretary Lane.
ing all the intricacies of the clutch, was vice minister of foreign affairs tea, under the apple blossoms on the
Her
Compound
the carbureter, high and low speed, during the trying days of the Russian lewn at the home of Mrs. John March,
Own Story.
the magneto and the other n. Series war, where his mettle was severely on Hillside avenue, and the corps of Washington, D. C, May 1. Judge
Will R.
of Portland, Democratic
of the gasoline buggy.
tested. His nation recognized his ser- young lady attendants will be appro- national King
committeeman for Oregon,
cosWestwood, Md. "I am a farmer's
in
oriental
the
He
shows veteran Englishmen tricks vice by making him a baron after the priately garbed
.
has
wife, and do most of ray own work when
never dreamed of at bridge whist. war. Then he went to Germany as tumes of that country. The committee the been appointed chief counselserv-of
1 am able.
United States reclamation
I had they
'
mil mm
is desirous of making this event one
Te
a
tells
ambassador.
. A year ago he was trans
etory,
every
good
delights
ice by Secretary Lane.
nervous spells, feof the most unique and pleasurable
He tells a goo dstory, delights every ferred to Washington.
Sir. King who was associate judge
male weakness and one
who meets him by his brilliant,
During the few months that the am lawn fetes of the summer season, and of the Oregon supreme court 1908,
terrible bearing keenly
most
the
attendance
and
intelligent conversation,
urgently request
bassador s. wife was with him she
down pains every
1911, was selected to fill a vacancy on
is at every minute in every .circum- made friends rapidly in
of every one who. may find it convenmonth. I also sufthe board of general appraisers in
Washington,
fered much with my stance the personification of" courtesy. but most of the time she has been at ient to attend.
New York, but at the solicitation of
Who?
,
home in Japan. The women, of the
Refreshments will be served by the President Wilson, and of Secretary
right side. The pain
The
Viscount
Sutemi
"are
Chinda
(pro-- Japanese, embassy at present
attendants and the Lane he consented to take charge of
sel Jupanese-garbestarted in my back
and extended around nounced like It's spelled), upon whom fdom seen socially because they are assessment will be 25 cents. So con- the legal department of the reclamamy right side, and just now falls the brunt of the ex- busily at work learning to speak Eng sider yourself invited, and make your tion service, a pursuit which Mr. King
the doctor told me it tremely difficult controversy between lish. They are the wives of Saburo arrangements to attend. Next Satur- himself felt was more in line with his
waa organic inflam- - Japan and the United States over the Okabe, the second secretary, and of day, 4 to 6.
experience.
mation. I waa sick every three weeks California land laws.
the two third secretaries, Tamekichi
and had to stay in bed from two to four
and
Nobutaro
Kawashima. They
The Japanese ambassador to Wash Ohta
days, v ......
,: ;
ington and his official family are in- live in apartment houses and are learn1
is with great pleasure tell you j tensely popular with the great army ing English irom tutors. By fall they
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable o; men and women in official life In expect to blossom out into Washing- A
Compound has done for me. I. have fol- Washington.
They have always en- - ton society with a workable speaking
Along with dyspepsia comes nervousness, sleeplessness and genlowed your directions as near as possi- j tored into the democratic spirit of knowledge.
era! ill health. Whyf Because a disordered stomach does not permit
lu luu uiuvu. vi mv uum uwm,
One reason for the absence of Mad- ble, and feel much better than I have affairs at the national capitol. They
the food to be assimuatea
disordered
the blood is charged with poisons which come from this
felt for years. When I wrote you be- uphold ho pretense of oriental pomp an. Chinda from Washington is the atfed on good, red blood and we
not
are
nerves
the
In
turn,
digestion.
fore I was almost a wreck- -. Yon can and ceremony.
The ambassador, his traction df her sons in far away Japan.
see those symptoms of nervous breakdown. It is not head work that
does it, but poor stomach work. With poor thin blood the body is not
publish this letter if you like. -- It may three secretaries, his naval attaches, The viscount and his wife have four
consumpor
some
protected against the attack of germs of grip bronchitis
elp to strengthen the taitn
his military attache and his counselor, sons and one daughter, the latter be--'
,..
tion. Fortify the body now with
Mrs. JOHN . all .wear. American
r suffering woman.
married
and
for
life
settled
with
in
ing
live
clothes,
' CHAEDS, Weetwood, Maryland.'
DR. PIERCE'S
American flats in American apartment another member of the diplomatic serWomen who suffer from those dis- - houses, ride in American automobiles vice. The eons are being prepared
Z ills peculiar to their sex should or street cars, attend American thea for public service, to ,. follow
their
:" '
it doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pink- - ters and at all times
.,
"
.
except official father,
an alterative extract from native medicinal plants, prescribed In both liquid
rs Vegetable liompouna to restore functions, when they put on their naand tablet form by Dr. R. V. Pierce, over 40 years ago.
ir health.
More than 40 years of experience has proven its superior worth as an
tive costume, conduct themselves more
New Mexican Want Ads ' always
sbxnach tonic and blood purifier. It invigorates and regulates
If you have the slightest doubt like Japanese business men visiting bring results. Try it.
the stomach, liver and bowels, and through them the whole system. It can
tablet form of most dealers in medicine.
be had in
now
also
E.
the
Pinkham's
StateB
United
Vegetathan
Lydia
like oriental
pat
If not, send 50 cents in
stamps for trial box to Dr. Pierce's Invalids'
ble Compound will help.you,write diplomats
.
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, M.Y.
It will not pay you to wast your
representing the Mikado.
Jo Lydia E.PtnkhamMedlcineCo.
Chinda, short, - fat, jovial, ' bright-- time, writing; out your legal forms
r confidential) Lynn, Mass for
Common
I
Your letter will be opened, eyed, is one of the foremost men of when you can get them already print j t A BO )R OF 1008 PAGES HANDSOMELT BOUND IN COTH TREAT;
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Japanese, to come to 'America for his
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Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A- F. & A. M.
FOR RENT Modern house, an-- i
communiRegular
furnished house. 102 Chapelle St.
cation first Monday
of each month at
FOR RENT 5' room modern house
at close in with
Hall
Masonic
large lot. Phone 123 J.
7:30.
E. R. PAUL. W. M.
unfurnished
FOR KENT Three
CHAS. E. LINNEV, Secretary.
rcoms. Mrs. E. ). Epeake, Hillside
avenue.
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Good
Pony for sale, cheap
second lor cash Riling
convocation
and quick sale. I. C, New
month
of
each
Monday
Mexican.
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
FOR SALE Rlack Minorca eggs.
J. A. MASS1E,
$1.00 per setting. Call the Bishop's
H. P lunch.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
For fly screens, screen doors or job
Santa Fe Commandery
ftmfll'Wj
work, phone 173 W. Esticarpenter
No. 1, K. T. Regular
..... .
Work guaranteed.
mates
furnished.
j
i
conclave iouna moii-dav in each month at
"JoB-.Want to seji or trade your property?
Wall of
Mnuinin
...
'?
."v.... ......
irnTM;:.
Asltfor our free big list. Solthwest
p. m.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C. Ileal Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
M.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

A

h

1

Cardui Woman's Tonic

,

j

n

THE WEATHER

1

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Wew-lHot water heat. Use of
furnished.
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Cor
ner Grant and Johnson. Tel. 270J.

Santa Fo Lodge of Perfection Ao. i, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
t'le third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.

-

SlTl'ATION WANTED A competent, experienced lady stenographer in
both English and Spanish, desires position In New Mexico or Arizona. Has
had ten years' experience in Old Mexico.
Best references. Address P. 'O.
IJox 5C6, Denver, Colo.

s

-

i

--

INSTRUCTION
English and Spanish short-hanlessons by mail by experienced teacher, ten years in Mexico
City; and who is coming to your city
to establish a short-hanBchool soon.
Address, Mrs. A. M. L. Cameron, 1243
Santa Fe Camp California St., Denver, Colo.
13514, M. W. a
meets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting third
of Watches
at Fire- Expert Repairer
Tuesday
Clocks.
and
man's Hall. Visit
Engraving.
ing neighbors welcome.
H.
With
J.
Blain, San Fr.mcisco St,
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
.

j

j

I

!

'

horse-powe-

FARMER'S WIFE
ALMOST

JAPANESE

by

11

"All is Well That Ends WeiF

"It

'

a

'

Golden Medical Discovery

-

sugar-coate- d
one-ce-

a

P'

:

5fll

Sense Medical Adviser.
nt

I

GUNTER, M.

Rooms

9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
promply attended day or night.
--

9

fo

18-1-

OFFICE
HOTJB8;
2 io p.
a.
7 to 8

V

m

4

m

p. m

IN THE PROBATE COURT IN AND

A. T.( & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4

eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 esstbound, and
No. 9 westbound.

FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
In the matter of the estate of James
A. Miller, deceased.
NOTICEI
To AVhom It May Concern:
Please take notice, that the
d
having filed her final account of
her actions as such administratrix, in
the above entitled matter, as reouired
by law, that the 5th day of May, 1913,
at 10 o'clock a. hi., has been annotat
ed as the day for the hearing of ob- - Jections to said final account and the
settlement thereof.
LAURA H. MILLER,
under--signe-

Administratrix.
Foley Kidney Pills repay your confidence in their healing and curative
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disease not beyond the reach of medicine
will yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia
Copeland, Ard,eola, Mo., says: "I had
kidney and bladder trouble for over a
year and 5 bottles of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me." It is the same story
from every one who uses them. All
say, "they cured me." The Capital
Pharmacy.
:

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already nrlnt- nd at the New Mexican Priutlna
Company.

-

Returning,
a. m.

arrive Santa Fe 12:30

.

The

ad-Ai- ce.

V

visiting

-

1

'

Mon-day-

ii

I

i

F. W. FARMER Chas. F. Eatloy,
. Chas. R. Eailey,
No.
Homestead
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
2S79, Brother
aw.
Attorneys-a-t
hood of AmeriPractice in the Courts and oefore
can Yoemen.
Land Department.
Meets second
Land grants and titles examined.
s
and fourth
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eitas- of the
cia, N. M.
month at the
Fireman's Hall.
M. J. McGUINNESS
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
HIM
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights of
DR. W, HUME BROWN,
Pythias meets
Dentist.
every Monday
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
S
at
o'clock
evening
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
In
Odd
Fellows
6.
Phone
Red
Hall.
Office Hour; g a. m, to 6 p m.
All
And by Appointment.
Knights are most
invited.
cordially
A. P. HILL, C. C.
C. C.
D.,
A. REINGXRDT, K. of R. and S.
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,

BLOSSOMS

WRECK

CARDS

17-1- 8

I

sev-eia-

PROFESSIONAL

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2. I. O. O. F.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets
regularlt
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
erg always welcome.
Rooms
Sinta Fe, New Mexico.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Lodge No. 259, holds Us regular
G. W. PRICHARD,
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
Practices in all the District Courts
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
and gives special attention to case
come.
BENITO ALARID, President
before the State Supreme Court.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Sauta Fe, N. M.
ml

--

OF

d

W. J. TIMMS,

j

vi

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjustea ana repaired. Nw
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchcangei
and tented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change, Phone 231 W.

E.

Santa Fe LodgeNo
460, B. . P. O. E,
holds Its regular
session on the secfourth
ond
and
Wednesday cf each
month.
VH it ing
brothers are invit
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
C. II WILSON,
Secretary

JAP. THIS

HE'S

IS

B. P. O.

Call "Central" for Train

Reports.

..Subscribe for the Santa F New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for tbe upbuild-lof our new State.
New Mexican Want Ads
bring results. Try it.

always

1

SAN'rA

PAGE EIGHT

FE.flmOlLjY
start

from Santa Fe early In the
morning.
for
A going business, in the city
sale at a bargain. No book accounts.
Small amount of cash will handle.
Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
Indian Fair Pasquel Martinez, who
is a leading San Ildefonso Indian; and
was assistant governor, last year, is in
the city, and announces that the San
iiuefonso Indians wii hold a fair next
Saturday, at which time they will sell
pottery, and so iorth. If a number of
people wHl make up a party the Indians may give a dance for the bene-P- ;
of visitors, on that date. Any one
desiring to go will leave their names
with the secretary of the chamber of
commerce, or with YV. BradHeld, at the
archaeological rooms so that arrange
ments can be made ,and if a sufficient
number attend some arrangements
can be determined upon, either for go
ing by automobile or otherwise.
A full line of Ford Auto parts, oils
Hardware
and grease at Wood-Davi-

OFFICIAL NEWS

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

MAY 1, 1913.

THURSDAY,

WATER USERS WILL
AIR THEIR VIEWS
D.

1.

THE STORE

Dif-

May
Washington,
and differences of opinion
between officials of the reclamation
service and users' of water from various government irrigation projects
are expected to be threshed out at conferences which began here today. Secretary Lane Invited the contending
frrces and Interested members of congress to attend the conferences over
which he will preside at the interior
,
department.
It is the announced purpose of the
ecretary to. develop clearly the dif
ferences between the officials and the
water users over each project that he
may make such changes in the administration policy of irrigation and reclamation as may be shown to be
ficulties

.

Which Has a Most Complete
Assortment of

CORRECT

MILLINERY,

STAMPED

IN-

-

Mvcek.
The date is set for the
DELEGATES TO CONFERENCE.
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COL
At the request of the governing body day, May 11.
INSTALLING SCREENS,
o" the National Congress of Mothers':
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
Letters received at the game
uiid
aEsociations,
own-ha- s
office
FOR A LIMITED TIME :
ditch
den's
indicats
that
Superintendent Alvin N. White
t
appointed three delegates to rep-- ! ers throughout the state are comply-reBenBanquet Tomatoes, per cm
$.10
this state at the seventeenth ing with the order frpm the game
20
child welfare renferenee of that or-- , warden to install fish screens in all
per dozen,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
3S,
per
ganizatlon, which will be held at Bos- ditches that are tributary to or that
tlsli.
contain
to
The
ton, Mass., May U
object
Banquets are the standard No. 2J4' a regular 2jfor 25c
BOUNDARY dispute..
be the diweus-of this
selier. Our price 10c per can.
The spring months often find a woAttorney General Clancy has receiv- sion of methods for securing better
man tired out, with pain In back, hip's
opportunities for childhood in the'ea a copy of the answer wnicn nas
home, church, school and state. The been hied with the supreme court or
and sleepless.
and bead, nervous
No- 4
three delegates appointed are: Mrs. tne United States by the state of
Pills will quickly prove
Foley
lKdney
In
case.
the
of
in
state
Texas
.Tosle
boundary
Lockard, superintendent
their worth and value as a healer of
schools for Colfax county, Raton; Mrs. the bill of complaint entered by the
all kidney and bladder ailments and
T, I. Butts, teacher in the Albuquer- state of New Mexico the claim was
irregularities. They are a splendid
que schools for the past 21 years and made that the boundary between this
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the
now principal of the first ward school state and Texas "was the channel of
uric
Ads
acid from the joints and system.
Wanl
Mexican
New
r the Rio
always
In
cl that city; Sister M. Rosine,
1850,
existed
it
Grande, as
results. Try it.
Try them. The Capital Phormacy.
bring
Loretto academy for girls, and this state filed a map in present- Co.
Burglars have been regailing them
Santa Fe.
ing its case, to show where the chanon midnight repasts from the
FEES PAID STATE TREASURER. nel really was at that time. In the an- selves
of Mrs. Max
The corporation commission today swer made by the state of Texas it is larders of the residences
and Arthur Seligman on Palace
Frost
to
O.
over
the
slate
Rio
treasurer,
paid
admitted that the channel of the
avenue. A rew nigms ago, some loRose Bashes and Blooming Shrubs.
N. Marron, as fees
the following: Grande in 1850 was the boundary,
cal follower of the art of house break
Corporation fees, $1,529.75; insurance
that the channel at that time ing evidently watchln? for the absence
fees, $1,015; total $2,544.75.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
was a great deal farther west than is of the families in that vicinity, raided
Phone 12.
TWO PAROLES.
claimed by New Mexico. This brings the ice chests on the back porches of
Executive orders have been .issued the dispute down to the matter as to those residences and purloined cer- by the governor for the parole of where the old channel was at that jr jn edibles
At Mr. Seligman's the
two inmates of the reform school, as time mentioned.
thief carried off a bottle of carbolic
follows: Santiago Urban
sentenced
BIG BANKRUPTCY CASE.
jacM that was standing on the porch,
from Otero county, September, 1911,
J. H. Mook & Son. well drillers of lp rhaps mistaking it fcjr a bottle of
from one to two years; Isidro Malda-nado- , Roswell, have filed voluntary papers Bome new uind of wine or vinegar, and
sentenced from Torrance coun- in the federal court to be declared v hile not desiring to see the robber
ty, December, 1910, for two to three bankrupts, the assets being $7,500 anc" make peace, yet, before shuffling off
years.
the liabilities $32,086. Hiram M. Dow his mortal coil, the temptation to wish
i3 attorney for the firm.
The firm is tlat he might sample it, call a
MOTHERS DAY.
The Mothers' day proclamation, Isof Joshua H. Mook and his tor and thus reveal his Identity, is
Consider
sued by the governor will be out this son, Roy H. Mook.
is
not a hard one to make.
When Zook's puts up your prescripbu
meant
tion you are sure of getting the best
A. H. HUDSPETH
IS AP- is the best that can
these words
results, both from the medicine obPOINTED U. S. MARSHAL.
be produced. It is
tained and from your doctor's skillful and scientific diagnosis.
made by the Boston
(Continued from page one).
Woven Hose & RubSnowball Hunt Don't forget the
IN TELEPHONING
of the snowball hunt, May 2, at
ber Co., the largest
date
ne
"!W Mexican, it your Dusmess
ett, continuing in that partnership
Methodist church. There will be
in the world. NON- - .
ever since. He was a member of the 11 "D0Ul "verusmg, sunsenpuon. or the
Come oTtt and enjoy your-le- f
KINK is a superior
" fun for all. us.
"P
New Mexf
nf renreRenttives. Job Wrk' P1""
The hunt will start at
and help
moulded pure
you wisn co speax io ine eauor or give
S o'clock.
We will have a candy booth
any news, please phone "31."
Para Rubber.
of home made candies. Those of you
7-PMoney to Loan on improved
city who are hungry, for something good,
Leadership means superiority of product a superiority
property.
Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr. will do well to attend the snowball
which produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
Red Color
Pure milk and cream for sale. Morn- hunt.
and a Popular
It means more than this. It means everything associated
The Right Motto That followed in
ing or evening delivery. C. L. Pollard
Seller with
with
the word FIRST.
Phone 19 J.
their
the
business,
conducting
by
us for 5 years.
Hardware company. See
Flower bed guard lawn border sin- Wood-Davi- s
The
Remington Typewriter is first in history, first in
Fully Guarai.nouncemer.t in another column togle and double trellis at Wood-Davi- s
first in quality, first in recent improvements, first
prestige,
.:
anteed and
day.
Hardware Co.
in size and completeness of organization, first in distriin
the
an Extra Good
and
and
latest
Drop
inspect
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
The lightest
bution, and first in service to the customer.
The finest rooms In tht? city, having best in lawn mowers.
Quality.
electric lleht. eteam heat ani baths. running, most easy of adjustment and
The word FIRST in every department of leadership
The European Hotel, centrally lo- the only divided reel machine on the
applies only to the
Hardware Co.
cated.
State Progressive Headquar- market. Wood-Davi- s
Charity Already Extended V. D.
ters in the hotel.
You are Invited to attend the snow Lorenzo of Manhattan avenue, says
tail hunt given by the Junior League, that he is the man who ordered Mrs.
Ellison to get out of the house she
in the parlors of the M. B. chapel.
An entire .fresh was occupying, as reported in last
AT WELTMER'S
stock of Ansco supplies. All old stock night's paper, and with good reasons.
'
(Incorporated)
Mr. Lorenzo has allowed the woman
returned.
to
in
his
live
house
her
children
and
TO RE XT in the Diaz building, on
Street,-Denve- r,
1045
west side of plaza, several office and has lost rent on the property for
six months, and he says that if she
rooms overlooking park. "
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